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have been presented to explain their origin. The current model for banana hole formation
places their dissolution at the mixing zone at the top of the fresh water lens. This theory is
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Bahamas extend 1,400 km to the southeast from the Florida coast (Figure
1.1) and are regarded as one of the finest examples of a carbonate depositional
environment in the world (Carew and Mylroie, 1995). Since the earliest days of
exploration scientists such as Nelson (1853), Agassiz (1893), and Shattuck and Miller
(1905) have visited the Bahamas to study its geology as well as its diverse biology,
especially the large variety of corals and fishes. The Bahamas continue to provide a
unique setting for research since they are some of the simplest carbonate islands found
anywhere, free of tectonic overprints, clastic interference, and political entanglements
(Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). For the purpose of avoiding confusion the capital “T” in
“The Bahamas” will be dropped in this thesis so that the reader will not think a new
sentence has begun.
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Figure 1.1

San Salvador is located in the Atlantic Ocean ~550 km southeast of Miami.
San Salvador is the eastern most island of the Bahamas

Beginning in the 1950’s interest in the young carbonate rocks of the Bahamas has
existed due to their importance in understanding diagenetically mature carbonates found
in petroleum reservoirs. Bathurst (1975) and Wilson (1975) used petrographic techniques
to make observations about how porosity of limestone changes with diagenesis. They
also used the young carbonates of the Bahamas to help them identify grain types in old
diagenetically mature limestone. The literature on the Bahamas concerned with the
petrology of young carbonates is fairly extensive although little attention had been paid to
the surficial geology of the islands until the work of Titus (1980) sparked an interest in
understanding the complex stratigraphy of the islands. The works of Titus(1980, 1987),
Garret and Gould (1984), Carew and Mylroie (1985, 1987, and 1995a), and Hearty and
Kindler (1993) touched off a strong debate on the stratigraphy of the Bahamas as well as
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the origins of the many karst features present on the islands; the various hypotheses put
forward will be discussed later.
The goal of this research is to reexamine the origins of an island karst feature
known as a banana hole. Banana holes are common karst features of the Bahamas but
have received relatively little attention compared to larger karst features such as flank
margin caves. Several hypotheses as to the provenance of banana holes have been
proposed previously, including Shattuck and Miller (Vadose dissolution) (1905), Smart
and Whitaker (Organic mat) (1989), and Harris et al. (Mixing waters at the top of the
lens) (1995). New observations as well as improved advances in technology such as GIS
could provide new insights into the origin of banana holes.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Geography and Climate
San Salvador Island (Figure 2.1) is part of the Bahamian Archipelago which
extends from Grand Bahama Island in the north to Great Inagua Island in the south. The
north and central islands are located on large carbonate banks, the origins of which are
still uncertain. A few hypotheses have been proposed as to the origin of the banks.
Mullins and Lynts (1977) suggest that as Pangaea began to break up at the beginning of
the Jurassic the resulting plate motion formed the banks as horst and graben features
made of rifted continental crust. An alternative view is that the banks are the remnant of a
single megabank (Meyerhoff and Hatten, 1974). The islands to the south-east, such as
San Salvador, rest on their own small carbonate platforms isolated from processes
occurring on the large banks to the north and west. The island of San Salvador is 19.25
km from north to south and 10 km from east to west and has an aerial extent of 155 km2.
San Salvador consists of dune ridges and swales which often contain hypersaline ponds,
and is surrounded by reefs and a narrow bank that drops off into water 4000 ft deep
(Gerace et al., 1998). According to Smart and Whitaker (1989) mean average
temperature in the Bahamas is 24-27oC with mean rainfall between 1550 and 690 mm,
the islands of the northern Bahamas receive more rain than the islands to the south due to
their proximity to the North American continent and the position of the subtropical high
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pressure zone. Variation in mean rainfall also depends on the frequency of storms during
the Atlantic hurricane season.

Figure 2.1

San Salvador Island is ~19.25 km North to South and ~10 km East to West.
(Photo courtesy www.nasa.gov)
Glacio-eustacy

Glacio-eustacy is defined as the worldwide change in sea level produced by the
successive withdrawal and return of water to the oceans accompanying the formation and
melting of ice sheets. The last interglacial period of marine isotope stage 5e (MIS 5e) is
significant because it represents the only depositional period in the Bahamas when sea
5

level was higher than present day (Figure 2.2) that has not been obscured by platform
subsidence of 1-2 m/100 ka (Carew and Mylroie, 1995b). The +6 m sea level elevation
(Chen et al., 1991) during MIS 5e is important when considering landform development
as well as cave formation on San Salvador. During a glacio-eustatic transgression
carbonate sediment is produced on the flooded shelf and moved on to the beach by wave
action, where it can be re-deposited as an eolianite. The fresh-water lens position also
rises during a transgression allowing it to occupy and dissolve rocks that were previously
too high in elevation to be affected. Sea-level highstands during the Quaternary that cause
platform flooding are relatively short events lasting approximately 10,000 years
compared to low-stands which are typically 100,000 years long on average (Figure 2.2)
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).

Figure 2.2

Sea level curve for the last 450 ka. (From LAscu, 2005)
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Evidence for a +6 m sea-level high-stand on San Salvador comes from 230Th-234U238

U age dating of fossil corals, using initially alpha counts and subsequently mass

spectrometry (Chen et al., 1991; Carew and Mylroie 1995b). Results from these studies
concluded that the MIS 5e high-stand lasted from 131 ka to 119 ka years (with an error of
+ or - 1,000 years). Exposed marine deposits from the last interglacial high-stand are
commonly found today at elevations below 4 m. This is due to dissolutional denudation
and isostatic subsidence of 1 m to 2 m every 100,000 years (Carew and Mylroie, 1995b).
For this reason, with the exception of Mayaguana Island (Kindler, et al., 2010), no
subtidal units older than MIS 5e are found above modern sea level in the Bahamas. This
rule does not apply to eolianites since dunes can reach elevations of +30 m or higher, so
eolian deposits from the mid-Pleistocene can still be found exposed above sea level today
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Sedimentology/Petrography
The sediments currently being deposited on the Bahama banks have mineralogy
of mainly aragonite and calcite and are represented by a variety of allochems (Tucker and
Wright, 1990). Folk (1974) names intraclasts, oolites, fossils, and pellets as the most
significant allochems. Peloids, lithoclasts, and grapestones are also important carbonate
sediments (Scholle and Scholle, 2003). The presence, absence, and arrangement of these
allochems are important for describing the environment of deposition.
•

Intraclasts are a fragment of pre-contemporaneous, commonly weakly
consolidated, carbonate sediment that has been eroded and re-deposited within
the same depositional sequence in which it formed (Folk, 1974).
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•

Grapestone describes grape like clusters of aggregates bound together by
cements or organic encrustations (Scholle and Scholle, 2003).

•

Pellets are spherical to ovoid or rod shaped grains composed of micrite. These
pellets lack internal structure and are uniform in size and shape in any single
sample; in the strict sense, pellets are the fecal products of invertebrate
organisms (Scholle and Scholle, 2003; Folk, 1974).

•

Peloids are allochems of microcrystalline calcium carbonate with no restriction
on size or origin. This term allows reference to grains composed of micritic
material without the need to imply any particular origin (Scholle and Scholle,
2003).

•

Ooids are a spherical to ellipsoidal grain, 0.25 mm to 2.00 mm in diameter, with
a nucleus covered by one or more precipitated concentric coatings with radial
and/or concentric orientation of constituent crystals. Nuclei typically consist of
detrital terrigenous grains, skeletal fragments, or pellets and peloids, and
coatings can have a variety of compositions (Scholle and Scholle, 2003)

•

Fossils are major sediment contributors in the Bahamas. Common fossil
allochems in the Bahamas are green algae especially Halimeda, Penicillus, and
Udotea (Sholle and Scholle, 2003).

•

Lithoclasts are detridal grains of lithified carbonate sediment derived from
outside the depositional area of current sedimentation (Folk, 1974).
The matrix that binds these allochems in a marine setting typically consists of

dense, fine-grained crystals usually referred to as micrite. The original mineralogy of
these cements is usually aragonite or high-Mg calcite (Tucker and Wright, 1990).
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Subaerial exposure of subtidal allochems or deposition of allochems in the
intertidal or supratidal regimes will result in the onset of meteoric diagenesis. Meteoric
diagenesis can result in dissolution of aragonite allochems and precipitation of low-Mg
calcite meniscus cements (Tucker and Wright, 1990). Carbonates that are subject to
diagenesis in the phreatic zone often have moldic porosity. Moldic porosity results from
leaching of aragonite from ooid laminae and re-precipitation as a pore filling low-Mg
calcite cement (Scholle and Scholle, 2003). Differential cementation is also common
between beds of different grain sizes even if the difference in grain size is as low as 0.1
mm (Gerhardt, 1983). This difference in cementation is thought to be caused by specific
retention of the grains (i.e. capillarity), specific retention is the ratio of the volume of
water a rock can hold against gravity to the volume of the rock itself (Gerhardt, 1983).
Water that can be retained drops significantly as grain size increases with a drop of 20%
retention between fine and medium grain sands. Differential cementation can result in
alternating layers of well and poorly or non-cemented beds.
For this research classification of rock types will use a combination of the Folk
(1974) and Dunham (1962) classification systems (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3

Integration of the Folk (1974) and Dunham (1962) classification systems.

Research areas to be investigated on San Salvador are located on the windward
north and east sides of the island. Work on modern lagoon sediments has been performed
by Colby and Boardman (1989) in Grahams Harbor on the north side of the island and
should be a good proxy for allochem distribution in Pleistocene lagoonal carbonates.
Examinations from cores in Grahams Harbor suggest that there is a coarsening upward
sequence from peat, to sub-tidal sandy muds (grapestone-rich “pack/wackestone”), to
sub-tidal sands (grapestone) and muddy sands (abraided grain “grain/packstone”) (Colby
and Boardman, 1989). According to Colby and Boardman (1989) peat forms the bottommost part of the sequence and indicates a low energy intertidal environment during initial
Holocene sea-level rise. The overlying grapestone rich “pack/wackestone” represents
deposition within a low energy semi-enclosed basin (Colby and Boardman, 1989).
Above the “pack/wackestone” facies is the grapestone facies which indicates a higher
energy environment likely due to rising sea level breaching the lagoon barrier (Colby and
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Boardman, 1989). The vertical sequence is capped by abraded grain “grain/packstone,”
produced in a high-energy, wave-dominated environment. Halimeda rich “packstones”
are also found at the top of the sequence but are only located in areas of the lagoon that
are shielded from wave energy (Colby and Boardman, 1989). Also noted by Colby and
Boardman (1989) is the presence of noticeable currents at depth in Grahams Harbor and
the presence of large ripple marks with wavelengths ranging from 0.5 m to 1 m and
heights of about 20 cm. An important observation for the distribution of the cements is
that mineralogy of muds in Grahams Harbor suggests that muds are transported out of
grass beds and onto bare sands. This is important because encrusting forams and other
epibionts that exist in the grass beds add a significant amount of high-Mg calcite to the
mud (Colby and Boardman, 1989).
Depositional Model
Initial Work
Early research in the Bahamas focused on sediments and facies identification, and
early workers such as Newell et al. (1960) made important contributions in determining
the origin of sediments and the effects of early diagenesis on carbonates. Early work
largely ignored the study of the morphology of the islands themselves but laid the ground
work for later study of the complicated stratigraphy of the exposed Quaternary rock units
the carbonate islands. Titus (1980) began work on the stratigraphy of San Salvador,
which resulted in a three part stratigraphic model for San Salvador. This model is based
on the position and size of dunes on the island. The first arrangement in the Titus (1980)
model has the largest dune being furthest from the sediment source with progressively
smaller dunes towards the source, he refers to this dune arrangement as the most
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common. Titus (1980) explains that the large dunes form when sea level drops and the
large amount of sediment being formed in the lagoons during high stands is exposed and
becomes the source material for the dunes, as available sediment is depleted and held
together by plant colonization the dunes become smaller and remain closer to the source.
The second dune system in the Titus (1980) model occurs when the largest dunes are
closest to the source with smaller dunes behind. The third and final dune type rings the
periphery of the island, and according to Titus, these are the result of multiple
emergences or low stands. Titus (1980) believed that most of the large dunes on the
island are formed during sea-level low stands due to a large amount of source sediment
being available from the drained lagoons. As a result the oldest landforms are further
inland and act as anchors for younger sediments.
Garret and Gould (1984) investigated the stratigraphy of New Providence Island.
Among the techniques used was recognizing that discontinuities exist between the
limestone strata, this idea was used previously by Titus (1980); the most common
discontinuity being paleosols which clearly show the boundary between two distinct
strata. Their second method uses the land snail Cerion, which has exhibited unusually
fast evolutionary changes (Mayr, 1963) and extreme species diversification (Gould and
Woodruff, 1978). These attributes allow Cerion to be a useful indicator of sea level
fluctuation as well as creating a stratigraphic chronology based on species present. Garret
and Gould (1984) have the same views on island morphology as Titus (1980, 1987) in
that the oldest dunes are the furthest from the source and act as anchors that younger
landscapes accrete to. The oldest dunes are sometimes anchored to caternary points
which would be the oldest, closest landform to the sediment source. Garret and Gould
(1984) also reject the use of petrologic techniques as being a useful tool for correlation of
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units, but do note that units correlated using other methods typically had similar grain
compositions.
Carew and Mylroie (1985, 1987, 1995a) began their investigation into the
stratigraphy on San Salvador Island with a different perspective than that of Titus (1980)
and Garret and Gould (1984). In the model proposed by Carew and Mylroie (1985), when
sea-level had risen due to glacial retreat on the continents, the sea flooded the carbonate
banks of the islands and produced large amounts of biogenic sediment as the carbonate
factory became active. The sediment created in the lagoons was pushed up onto the beach
by wave action and deposited subaerially, forming high dunes. This interpretation is in
contrast to the Titus (1987) and Garret and Gould (1984) models that required sea level to
fall in order to create large dunes. Carew and Mylroie (1985) were the first to
demonstrate transgressive dunes in the Bahamas. Carew and Mylroie (1995a) also
realized the importance of paleosols in differentiating between strata and noted that only
during still stands and regressions would the dunes be stable enough to preserve evidence
of plant growth. Plant growth would lead to vegemorph trace fossils that can be identified
in the rock record. The Carew and Mylroie (1995a) model, like Garret and Gould (1984),
argues against the use of petrology alone for classifying stratigraphic units.
Hearty and Kindler (1993) revised the Carew and Mylroie (1985) model based on
age dating using a technique called amino acid racemization (AAR) that analyzes the
breakdown of amino acids present in whole rock. The AAR technique had been used
previously with Cerion on San Salvador by Carew and Mylroie (1987) and the results
showed inconsistences that put the validity of the technique into question. The Hearty and
Kindler (1993) model relies too heavily on unreliable AAR data which is also not useful
in real time, field work situations. The Carew and Mylroie (1995a) model is useable in
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the field and is based on a solid foundation of field observations and known variations in
sea level backed up by petrographic analysis and age dating using more reliable methods
such as 14C and U-Th.
Due to the questionable methods and results put forward by Hearty and Kindler
(1993) the Carew and Mylroie (1995a) interpretation is still the accepted model for
Bahamian stratigraphy and will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper. Recent
adjustments to the depositional model and stratigraphy can be found in Mylroie and
Carew (2010) and Kindler et al. (2010).
The Carew and Mylroie (1995a) model for deposition on a carbonate bank
recognizes four distinct phases during glacio-eustatic sea level changes (Figure 2.4),
including the low-stand (A), the transgressive phase (B), the still-stand phase (C), and the
regressive phase (D).
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Figure 2.4

Depositional model for simple carbonate islands. (A) is the low stand, (B)
is the transgression, (C) is the still stand, and (D) is the regression.
(Modified fron Mylroie and Carew, 1995a)

Low-stand Phase
Glacio-eustatic sea-level lowstands occur when sea level has abandoned the
platform (approximately -10 m for the Bahamas). During this time no significant
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sediment deposition can occur since the platform top is subaerial and the main carbonate
factory has been turned off. It is during a sea-level low stand that paleosols can develop
over the entire exposed platform. According to Carew and Mylroie (1995) paleosols can
range from thin micritic layers to thick layers with or without vegemorphs (plant trace
fossils). Also, since lowstands last around 100,000 years on average, atmospheric dust
particles blown in from Africa and North America accumulate on the exposed platform
creating a terra-rossa paleosol. This dust contains iron oxides that give it a red
appearance. Terra-rossa paleosol is also more resistant than surrounding eolianites due to
micritization (cementation) of the surface by wetting and drying. Surficial karst processes
are the dominant geomorphic activity during low-stands as the limestone surface is
subjected aggressive meteoric water.
Transgressive Phase
As ice sheets retreat to initiate an interglacial period, sea level rises, this rise in
sea level eventually floods low lying areas of carbonate platforms forming productive
shallow carbonate lagoons. As sea level continues to rise, the area of the shelf increases
and enlarges the carbonate production area. According to Carew and Mylroie (1995a) the
wave action and rising sea level act like a bulldozer that moves sub-tidal allochems to the
shore and where they are moved by eolian processes and form dunes. This bulldozer
effect continues to bring in sub-tidal sediment and reworks eolianites deposited earlier
during the transgression. As sea level continues to rise, the sediments are eventually
superimposed onto high terrain created during previous sea-level high-stands. Bulldozing
of sediment is possible during the early stages of the high-stand due to high wave energy
on the shelf as reef growth has not caught up to the rapidly elevating wave base. As sea
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level approaches its maximum the reefs grow to wave base changing the platform into a
more passive lagoon setting with reduced wave energy.
Due to the constant rise of sea level and remobilization of eolian sediment, these
dunes show well-preserved internal structure with few trace fossils. It is likely that
coastal plant ecology was much reduced during transgressions given the preceding
100,000 years of low-stand with no beach ecology present on the steep-side banks. There
is, however, continued accumulation of atmospheric dust and formation of terra rosa
paleosol in higher areas of the island unaffected by the rising sea level (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995a).
Still-stand Phase
The still-stand phase as characterized by Carew and Mylroie (1995a) is the time at
the end of the transgressive phase when sea level remains constant, roughly 10,000 years
for MIS 5e. During this time reefs that began forming during the transgression continue
to grow and further reduce wave action (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). The lagoon
continues to produce large volumes of sediment, which aggrades in the lagoon thus
increasing sub-tidal deposits. Although wave action no longer brings in massive amounts
of sediment from the lagoon, storm events can create enough energy to accrete large
volumes of sediment to the beach (Carney and Boardman, 1993). Since eolian coastal
dunes are no longer mobile during the still-stand phase plant growth escalates, making
vegemorphs and protosols common in still-stand deposits (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Lakes may also form in the topographic lows created between dunes formed during the
transgression and those formed earlier. Due to high evaporation rates on San Salvador
Island these lakes are typically saline or hypersaline (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). Some
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lakes may be connected to the sea by karst conduits, and thusly maintain a marine salinity
regardless of high evaporation.
Regressive Phase
As the climate cools and continental ice sheets grow, sea level moves toward the
platform margins. Carew and Mylroie (1995a) note that as sea level falls the large
volume of sediment in the lagoon is remobilized by the retreating shoreline. These
reworked sub-tidal sediments form regressive-phase dunes that are abandoned by
retreating sea level (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). It is likely that this process would leave
behind parallel lines of dunes advancing towards the platform margin and getting
progressively smaller as their sediment source declines. Reef and sub-tidal deposits that
avoid the reworking action of the waves would likely be buried by the newly deposited
regressive eolianites. Protosols and plant growth would characterize these dunes as the
established beach and dune ecology would follow the dropping sea level to the platform
margin.
Stratigraphy
The stratigraphy of San Salvador Island (Figure 2.5) is based upon the
depositional model and field observations by Carew and Mylroie (1995a). The
stratigraphy is divided into three formations with the younger two formations being
further subdivided into two distinct members. The oldest of the formations is the Owl’s
Hole which was deposited 220,000 yBP or earlier. Each depositional package except the
most recent Holocene unit is capped by a terra rosa paleosol which represents the
100,000 year low-stand that followed their deposition.
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Figure 2.5

Stratigraphy of the Bahamas (Modified from Mylroie and Carew, 1995a)

Owl’s Hole Formation
The Owl’s Hole formation represents the oldest exposed rocks on San Salvador.
For a rock unit to be definitively assigned to the Owl’s Hole it must be an eolianite and
be capped by a terra rosa paleosol which is overlain by another eolianite which itself is
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capped with a terra rosa paleosol, or is overlain by sub-tidal deposits (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995a). The field determination of the Owl’s Hole Formation can be difficult
(Figure 2.6). On San Salvador, Owl’s Hole eolianites are peloidal biosparites that are
partially micritized. Paleomagnetic work on San Salvador (Mylroie & Carew 2010) and
field observation on Eleuthera (e.g. Kindler et al., 2010) demonstrate that the Owl’s Hole
Formation is made up of eolianites from numerous pre-MIS 5e highstands.
Grotto Beach Formation
The Grotto Beach overlies the Owl’s Hole and is separated from it by a terra rosa
paleosol or other erosion surface. According to Carew and Mylroie (1995a) Grotto Beach
rocks on San Salvador Island contain up to 90% large ooids. Because of the observation
of sub-tidal Grotto Beach rocks up to +4 m above current sea level, these rocks must have
been deposited during MIS 5e. Through field work conducted by Carew and Mylroie
(1995a) it is possible two separate the Grotto Beach Formation into two members, the
French Bay and Cockburn Town.
The French Bay Member represents the transgressive phase of deposition during
MIS 5e (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). French Bay eolianites are fine to medium grain
oosparites with bedding features that show grain fall, grain flow, and climbing wind
ripples along with a lack of vegemorphs (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). These bedding
features have allowed for classification of the French Bay as a transgressive phase
eolianite (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
The Cockburn Town Member represents the still-stand through regressive phase
of the Grotto Beach Formation (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). Sub-aerially exposed subtidal deposits of the Cockburn Town are found up to +4 m above sea level and are often
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covered by still-stand and regressive phase eolianites. Marine deposits of the Cockburn
Town Member are identified in the field by the presence of herringbone cross bedding,
asymmetrical ripple marks as well as abundant mollusk and coral fossils. At the
Cockburn Town fossil reef, which is the type section for the Cockburn Town Member,
the sub-tidal facies can be seen to grade into beach and back beach deposits and then into
dune facies (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). The still-stand and regressive phase eolianites
of the Cockburn Town Member show abundant terra rosa paleosol development with
significant amounts of vegemorphs and fossil land snails (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Outcrops showing regressive eolianites entombing corals are also reported, specifically
on San Salvador (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). Cockburn Town rocks are capped by a
terra rosa paleosol or micritic calcrete crust except where it has been stripped by
denudation (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a), most commonly by wave action in coastal areas.
As noted previously, U/Th dating of fossil corals has established that the Cockburn Town
Member is from the last interglacial, MIS 5e, 131 ka to 119 ka. It should be noted
because it is difficult to differentiate between progradational and regressive facies in the
field, there is no separate regressive phase member in the Carew and Mylroie (1995a)
model.
Rice Bay Formation
Rocks in the Bahamas that lie above the terra rossa paleosol that caps the Grotto
Beach Formation are all assigned to the Rice Bay Formation which is Holocene in age
and separated into two members, the North Point member and Hanna Bay member
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). Rice Bay Formation can also be found overlying Owls Hole
eolianites. Rice Bay rocks contain some underdeveloped ooids low in the section (Carew
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and Mylroie, 1995a). A terra rosa paleosol is also absent from these rocks as they are too
young to have undergone sufficient diagenesis or accumulated enough atmospheric dust
to produce the hard red paleosol. These rocks are the youngest in the Bahamas and
represent the transgressive and still stand phases of the current MIS 1 (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995a).
The North Point Member represents the transgressive phase eolianite of the Rice
Bay Formation. These rocks were deposited when sea level was lower than at present,
this is observable at places where North Point eolianites can be seen dipping at least 2 m
below current sea level (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). These rocks show the typical
characteristics of a transgressive eolianite with bedding features like grain fall, grain
flow, and climbing wind ripples. Also visible in these rocks are wave cut platforms
formed as sea level continued to rise to present levels and incised into the dune slopes.
They lack significant vegetative trace fossils, and laminas are well preserved right to the
top of the outcrops.
The Hanna Bay Member represents the current still stand-phase of MIS 1. Beach
facies of the Hanna Bay are found to coincide with the current sea level and they grade
upward into back beach and eolian facies. Sediments currently being deposited will
ultimately become part of the Hanna Bay Member (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Other Models
The Carew and Mylroie (1995a) stratigraphic model is the currently accepted
stratigraphic model for the Bahamas, it can be easily used in real time in the field and
need not wait for subsequent laboratory analyses (Figure 2.6). However a competing
model proposed by Hearty and Kindler (1993) was introduced based on the assumption
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that the field observations of Carew and Mylroie (1985) did not provide enough
resolution. The study performed by Hearty and Kindler (1993) is exclusively based on
whole rock Amino Acid Racemization (AAR) data collected on San Salvador and
subsequently elsewhere (Carew and Mylroie, 1994). This technique is highly
controversial and has been shown to produce questionable results on San Salvador
(Mericki et al., 1993). At the Three Dogs archeological site Heart and Kindler (1993)
assigned eolianites to their Almgreen Cay Formation dated to 85,000 yBP based on
whole rock AAR data (Carew and Mylroie, 1994). This outcrop is assigned as Holocene
by Carew and Mylroie (1994) and whole rock 14C dates of 1400, 3690, and 4400 yBP +/70 years support this conclusion. Elsewhere on San Salvador the Almgreen Cay
Formation has produced AAR data that is in reverse stratigraphic order (Carew and
Mylroie, 1994). Rocks with younger AAR dates are found to underlie rock with older
AAR data. The contact between the Almgreen Cay and the underlying Grotto Beach reef
rock lacks a paleosol, which is not what would be expected if the Hearty and Kindler
(1993) interpretation is accepted that the reef was exposed for about 34,000 years (119 ka
of MIS 5e minus 85 ka of MIS 5a) (Carew and Mylroie, 1994).
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Figure 2.6

Flow chart to apply field evidence to outcrop placement in San Salvador
stratigraphy (Mylroie and Carew, 2010).

The three part stratigraphic model proposed by Carew and Mylroie (1995a) is a
workable model that is based on twenty plus years of field observations and lab work, the
model has also been successfully used on other Bahamian islands as well as Quintana
Roo, Mexico and Rottnest Island, Australia (Mylroie and Carew, 2010). For these reasons
it will be used for stratigraphic correlations made in this research. The Heart and Kindler
(1993) model is not used due to the unreliability of the AAR technique.
Prograding Beach/Strandplain Deposits
Prograding beach/strandplain deposits are common features of the Bahamas
(Garrett and Gould, 1984, Carney and Boardman, 1993, Dominic et al., 1995). A
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strandplain is defined as a wide beach-ridge system of multiple parallel beach ridges and
swales which forms by progradation of the shoreline (Carney and Boardman, 1993).
Progradation is thought to occur as sediments pile up in the fore shore environment, as
these sediments reach wave base they are pushed on shore forming a new beach ridge and
cutting off the old beach ridge from marine processes (Figure 2.7). As these beaches
prograde over sub-tidal and intertidal facies, the oldest beach deposits will be more
landward (Garrett and Gould, 1984). Other than this simple case Garrett and Gould
(1984) suggest it is possible for older eolianites to be formed seaward of younger dune
ridges during the same depositional sequence. During sea level high-stands emergent
areas of high topography can serve as an anchoring caternary headland (Garrett and
Gould, 1984). From the anchoring headland caternary beaches form and curve landward
from the headland or caternary point, therefore the more seaward headland is older than
the landward beach (Garrett and Gould, 1984).
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Figure 2.7

As sediments build up offshore they are eventually captured by wave base
and brought to shore (Gerhardt, 1983).

An investigation of a Holocene strandplain on San Salvador Island was
conducted by Carney and Boardman (1993) and Dominic et al. (1995). Sandy Hook
strandplain is located on the southeastern margin of San Salvador and is roughly 1.5 km2
(Figure 2.8) (Dominic et al., 1995). The strandplain consists of approximately 35
beach/dune ridges which are arranged in several distinct orientations (Dominic et al.,
1995). Using a GPR unit Carney and Boardman (1993) observed alternating layers of
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unconsolidated sand and cemented sand. Each of these depositional packages are roughly
0.5 m to 1 m thick (Carney and Boardman, 1993). The cemented layers have a distinctive
dipping seaward signature of between 6 and 9 degrees and are interpreted as beach rock
slabs, these dipping beds were seen when a GPR transect was done perpendicular to the
shore (Carney and Boardman, 1993). Analysis of beach rock on San Salvador shows a
pattern of high-Mg fibrous aragonite cements in rock closest to the spray zone with a
transition to blocky low-Mg calcite cements in the back beach (Carney and Boardman,
1993). However analysis of cemented zones of the Sandy Hook strandplain do not show
any aragonite cements, this is likely caused by meteoric diagenesis which would readily
dissolve the aragonite cements and re-precipitate them as low-Mg calcite cements
(Carney and Boardman, 1993). The depositional history of Sandy Hook strandplain
shows that the beach has been prograding for the last 3,000 years, which coincides with
the end of the sea-level transgression (North Point Member) and the beginning of the
still-stand phase (Hanna Bay Member) (Dominic et al., 1995). Single storm events have
been attributed for changes in beach/dune ridge orientation and it is suggested that storm
events may be responsible for each beach/dune ridge (Dominic et al., 1995).
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Figure 2.8

Sandy Hook strandplain on San Salvador Island. Note the clearly visible
accretionary ridges (Google Earth, 2011).

At Grotto Beach on San Salvador Island, on the SW side of the platform, another
Holocene strandplain has prograded seaward. Whole rock 14C dates at the seaward edge
are approximately 3000 y BP (Carew and Mylroie, 1987), whereas 14C dates 500 m
inland at the Pleistocene paleo-seacliff where the Holocene strandplain begins are
approximately 4000 y BP (Florea et al., 2004). This strandplain formed in about 1000
years based on 14C dates. Within the Pleistocene paleo-sea cliff, the rocks show fossil
corals, breccia block facies, and herringbone cross-bedding above modern sea level,
indicating that the rocks are Cockburn Town Member of the Grotto Beach Formation.
Rocks at Grotto Beach show the same progradational sequence as seen at Clifton on New
Providence Island, and as seen in the Holocene at both Sandy Hook and Grotto Beach on
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San Salvador Island. These cliffs contain numerous flank margin caves, indicating that
the fresh-water lens in such prograding sand bodies can create dissolutional voids at the
lens margin as it advances seaward during strandplain progradation (Florea et al., 2004).
As strandplains form above the sea level that creates them they can by definition
be occupied by a freshwater lens. Wallis et al. (1991) investigated the lens formed in a
Holocene strandplain on Great Exuma Island, Bahamas. The beach ridges of the Ocean
Bight strandplain on Great Exuma are spaced at intervals between 25 m-40 m apart and
have a relief of 1-2 m (Wallis et al., 1991). Mapping of the freshwater lens contained in
this strandplain showed that the lens is thickest in the center of the strandplain parallel to
the shore (Wallis et al., 1991). This lens configuration means that flow in the lens is both
seaward and inland to ponds behind the strandplain (Wallis et al., 1991). Evaporation of
water in the ponds allows for recharge by the strandplain lens (Wallis et al., 1991).
Typically on islands the lens pinches out at its seaward margins (Vacher, 1988) however
the strandplain presents a unique environment where the lens may thin both seaward and
landward. The strandplain at Ocean Bight occupies an amphitheater shaped basin that
reaches depths of >12 m, Wallis et al. (1991) calculate that sediment is accreted to this
strandplain at a rate of 6,000 kg per meter of shoreline per year.
Understanding macro and micro-scale bedding features, as well as allochem
arrangement in the facies of Pleistocene strandplains will be important for this research.
Gerhardt (1983) and Aurell et al. (1995) both investigated the petrographic characteristics
of Pleistocene strandplains. Gerhardt (1983) examined strandplains using road cuts and
construction pits, while Aurell et al. (1995) primarily used core samples.
Gerhardt (1983) investigated the depositional history of Pleistocene strandplains
on Grand Bahama Island. One of the strandplains examined was the Chesapeake
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strandplain which is 7 km long and 3 km wide containing 15 sub-parallel ridges and
swales. Gerhardt (1983) separates deposits into two main groups: 1) A mottled,
predominantly non-bedded lowland unit that has been interpreted as sub-littoral (subtidal) and, 2) Bedded ridges that are composed of beach and eolian deposits (Gerhardt,
1983). In low lying areas of the Chesapeake strandplain, construction pits expose the subtidal deposits which underlie the strandplain. Gerhardt (1983) describes the sub-tidal
deposits as appearing knotty with abundant hollow cylinders up to 30 cm long, which are
associated with the trace fossil ophiomorpha. These beds show an almost complete lack
of bedding with the exception of scattered cross-beds, this lack of bedding is attributed to
bioturbation by marine organisms such as Callianassa (Gerhardt, 1983), which produce
the trace fossil ophiomorpha.. The rock of the lowland unit is described as being poorly
sorted and composed mainly of ooids and peloids, with shell material having diameters
up to 5 cm making up 5% to 10% of the rock (Gerhardt, 1983). Lying above the sub-tidal
deposits is the beach and eolian deposits which Gerhardt (1983) further divides into three
sub-categories: 1) lower beach deposits 2) upper beach deposits and, 3) eolianite deposits.
The lower beach deposits are characterized by cross beds (herringbone) resulting from
migrating ripples and ridges in the near shore environment. Lower beach deposits have
individual beds averaging 1 to 2 cm thick and 1m to 4 m long with average gain size
ranging from 0.15 mm to 0.65 mm (Gerhardt, 1983). Grain sorting is good in the
individual beds but poor for the outcrop, beds are defined by variation in grain size in the
lower beach deposits (Gerhardt, 1983). According to Gerhardt (1983) upper beach
deposits are characterized by long planar beds, wedge shaped sets, low angle truncations,
and keystone vugs. Presence of keystone vugs indicates deposition between mean high
and low tides in the swash zone. Air trapped in the sediment is forced into bubbles that
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support the overlying grains giving them a distinctive arch shape (Gerhardt, 1983). Eolian
deposits are characterized by continuous laminations that often extend for 10 m to 20 m
and are well sorted (Gerhardt, 1983). The eolian ridges have an asymmetrical shape due
to landward accretion by the deposition of high angle foreset beds. These eolian facies
begin as low 1 m to 2 m high mounds 20 m to 30 m wide that build upwards by the
deposition of seaward dipping beds, on the backside landward dipping foresets are
deposited giving the dune its asymmetrical shape (Gerhardt, 1983).
In a study of vertical cores taken on land near the Clifton power plant on New
Providence Island by Aurell et al. (1995) distinctions between Pleistocene lagoon
sediments and beach rock were able to be made within the same depositional sequence.
The portion of the Aurell et al. (1995) model that concerns this research is “sequence
four” which contains sub-tidal deposits above modern sea level and can therefore be
correlated to the last interglacial +6 m sea level high-stand (MIS 5e). These “sequence
four” deposits are interpreted as lagoon sediments prograded over by beach deposits and
capped by back beach dune deposits (Aurell et al., 1995). The sub-tidal deposits are
characterized by medium-grained oolitic and peloidal grainstones with scattered
bioclasts, showing trough cross beds that decrease in thickness up the section (Aurell et
al., 1995). These sub-tidal deposits are described by Aurell et al. (1995) as having a
mottled appearance and containing abundant Callianasa shrimp burrows. Sediments grade
upward into a well sorted peloidal grainstones or packstones which contain abundant
whole skeletons of mollusks and benthic foraminifers, Callianasa burrows are still
prevelant (Aurell et al., 1995). Subaqueous facies grade upward into cross-laminated
oolitic and peloidal grainstones which contain scattered bioclasts. These cross-laminated
beds are characterized by alternating layers of well cemented fine grain beds and poorly
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cemented coarser grains (Aurell et al., 1995). The very top of the section contains
landward dipping beds with low angle cross stratification (Aurell et al. 1995). It should
be noted that this is the same sequence found 2 km inland at the Primeval Forest national
park, New Providence Island, the Bahamas (Mylroie et al., 2008).
The research performed by Aurell et al. (1995) and Gerhardt (1983) produced
similar descriptions of Pleistocene strandplains (Figure 2.9) on two different islands of
the Bahamas. Gerhardt’s (1983) interpretations have greater small scale resolution while
Aurell et al. (1995) shows greater a greater vertical extent.

Figure 2.9

Strandplain interpretations from Gerhardt (1983) and Aurell et al. (1995).
Aurell et al. (1995) shows a shallowing upward sequence which is
interpreted as a progradational environment. Gerhardt (1983) has good
control on depositional features found within strandplain ridges.
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Hydrology
In order to understand karst features on San Salvador it is essential to first
understand how meteoric water enters and moves through the hydrologic system. San
Salvador is a simple carbonate island according to the Carbonate Island Karst Model
(CIKM) (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007), meaning that non-carbonates do not exist at a
depth that would influence infiltration of meteoric water or divide ground water into
unconnected aquifers. Aquifers on carbonate islands can be referred to as a fresh-water
lens. The most basic fresh-water lenses are found on simple carbonate islands, the
Gyben-Herzberg-Dupuit lens is a single uninterrupted body of fresh water that occurs on
small very porous carbonate islands (Vacher, 1988). According to Vacher (1988) the
elevation of the water table and the interface between fresh and saline ground water is
described by Equation 2.1.

(Eq 2.1)
Where z is the depth of the freshwater saltwater interface below sea level, a is the
density difference ratio between the fresh and salt waters, h is the elevation of the water
table above sea-level and Ps and Pf are the densities of salt and fresh water, respectively.
The constant of proportionality between z and h is equal to forty due to the density
contrast between fresh and salt water (Equation 2.2). In laymen’s terms this equation
describes that for every one unit the fresh water is above sea level there are forty units of
fresh water below sea level (Figure 2.10). This equation is a simple case and does not
take into account the outward flow of groundwater from the island interior to its
discharge at the island margin. Vacher (1988) cites Hubbert’s (1940) equilibrium
relationship where hs is saltwater head:
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(Eq 2.2)

Figure 2.10

For every one unit the lens extends above sea level in the Dupuit-GhybenHerzberg Model it extends 40 units below. Note as the lens thins at its
margin the 1:40 ratio (h=1 z=40) is still observed. In the Hubbert Model the
proportionality is observed between z and h is observed at opposite ends of
equipotential lines (Modified from Vacher, 1988).

Hubbert’s (1940) equilibrium equation shows that the relationship between watertable elevation and depth to interface applies to opposite ends of equipotential lines rather
than opposite ends of vertical lines (Vacher, 1988). The equilibrium relationship
described by Hubbert (1940) allows the lens to discharge below mean sea level.
The carbonate rocks of San Salvador are eogenetic (Choquette and Pray, 1970)
meaning that the rock is still undergoing meteoric diagenesis (Vacher and Mylroie,
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2002). This condition results in the rocks maintaining high porosity when compared to
older telogenetic (Choquette and Pray, 1970) rocks which have undergone significant
burial diagenesis. The high porosity, low permeability nature of young carbonates results
in diffuse flow aquifers because flow between pores is inefficient and conduit flow is not
yet possible. As described by Vacher and Mylroie (2002), when the limestone undergoes
diagenesis in the phreatic zone the primary porosity is redistributed by the formation of
vuggy porosity which creates tabular pore space and increases permeability and therefore
hydraulic conductivity. In the vadose zone meteoric diagenesis leads to the reprecipitation of aragonite grains as low-Mg calcite cements which occlude pore spaces
but also lead to secondary moldic porosity. The freshwater lens may occupy more than
one stratigraphic unit and as a result variations in the shape of the lens across an island
will likely occur (Vacher, 1988). Lenses that occur in rock or sediment that has
undergone very little diagenesis will be thick due to inefficient flow through their porous
medium. In contrast a slightly older eogenetic carbonate with better developed vuggy
porosity will support a thinner lens since higher permeability allows for more efficient
flow. In the case of the slightly older unit as water abandons deeper pores due to thinning
of the lens, sea water intrudes and marine cementation occludes the porosity, leading to
hydraulic partitioning of the lower part of the older unit from the thicker younger portion
of the lens (Vacher, 1988).
An understanding of the diffuse flow nature of young carbonates is essential for
later discussion involving the dissolution potential of the fresh-water lens which is a key
part of this research.
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Island Karst
Flank Margin Caves
The model for banana hole formation proposed by this research is similar to the
flank margin model for cave development. Flank margin caves are common on carbonate
islands around the world, in the Bahamas they are most commonly found between two
and seven meters above current sea level (Mylroie and Carew, 1990). They are called
flank margin caves as they are found under the flank of the land, where the distal margin
of the fresh-water lens would have been at the time of the cave’s formation.
Flank margin caves are the result of three phenomena that occur at the lens
margin; 1) mixing of freshwater and seawater which are both saturated with respect to
CaCO3 (Mylroie and Carew, 1990). This produces an under saturated mixture that is able
to aggressively dissolve CaCO3 (Mylroie and Carew, 1990). Mixing zones can occur at
the interface between the vadose and phreatic zones as well as the contact between the
lens and sea water beneath the lens. At the lens margin both mixing zones are
superimposed on each other and create a high dissolution potential (Labourdette et al.,
2007). 2) The lens margin has a decreasing cross sectional area, which results in an
increase in flow velocity as the entire lens discharge flows through its margin. This
increase in flow velocity allows for reactants to be brought in and products to be carried
out quickly, which speeds dissolution (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). 3) The top and
bottom of the lens are density interfaces, and as such collect organic material. The
oxidation of this material creates CO2, which increases dissolution. Where organic
loading is high, the interface may go anoxic, allowing H2S and other exotic dissolutional
mechanisms to operate (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007).
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Labourdette et al. (2007) modeled the three dimensional growth of flank margin
caves using a super computer. This computer model shows that the simulated lens has the
greatest dissolution potential where the vadose/phreatic zone intersects the bottom of the
lens as anticipated Mylroie and Carew (1990). Labourdette et al. (2007) also shows that
dissolution potential decreases as you move inland from the lens margin. Computer
modeling also showed that voids often intersected each other at various stages of growth,
exponentially increasing their size (Labourdette et al., 2007).
Flank margin caves act as mixing chambers for waters of different compositions
and exhibit morphologies similar to those found in hypogene caves in continental settings
(Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). Flank margin caves do not show signs of turbulent flow
such as directional scallops on their walls or passage configurations typical of epigenic
caves coupled to surface hydrology. Flank margin caves are characterized by chambers
that are wide relative to their height and lack fluvial sediment or stream entrances
(Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). Morphology is consistent among flank margin caves as
cuspate wall features, remnant pillars, thin wall partitions, globular chambers and
ramiform passages are present in most flank margin caves (Mylroie and Carew, 1990).
Since flank margin caves are hypogene, by definition they formed uncoupled from the
surface hydrology and have no natural entrances. Flank margin caves may only be
entered where the rock face has collapsed, or has been intersected by a pit cave, or been
eroded by shoreline processes (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). Flank margin caves found on
San Salvador Island, Bahamas are typically found in eolian dune ridges. Their entrances
are often found at elevations between 1 and 7 m (Mylroie, 2010), this correlates with lens
height above sea level and 2m of subsidence since the +6 m highstand of MIS 5e.
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Flank margin caves can begin to form in the earliest stages of diagenesis, even as
sediment is still being consolidated, a category called syngenetic (Jennings, 1968).
Syngenetic can be subdivided further, as stated by Mylroie and Mylroie (2009) cave
development can begin in an eolianite while deposition is still ongoing. It is argued that
early cementation of grains by meteoric meniscus cements can create enough stability to
preserve voids caused by dissolution. A second example given by Mylroie and Mylroie
(2009) classifies voids that may form as a result of a beach prograding over lagoonal
sediments as syndepositional, as voids are forming as deposition of sediments is ongoing.
As deposition ceases and the carbonate can be recognized as a single unit it has
entered the eogenetic phase (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2009). Eogenetic implies that the unit
is now in the “post-depositional” phase and is undergoing meteoric diagenesis, is partly
lithified, and diagenetically immature.
Since flank margin caves form at the flank of the land they are excellent
indicators of past sea level. Flank margin caves can only form at the thin lens margin
making their dissolutional roofs a good indicator of maximum sea level (Mylroie et al.,
1995).
Pit Caves
According to Mylroie and Mylroie (2007) pit caves are a common dry cave found
all over the Bahamas. They are typically 5 m to 10 m deep with vertical grooves on their
walls formed by supercritical laminar flow of descending water. During high rainfall
events pit caves collect water from the surrounding epikarst and conduct it downwards
making them efficient vadose fast flow routes. High pit cave density is thought to
represent competition amongst pit caves, such that some lose their recharge to upstream
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competitors (Harris et al., 1995). Competition can lead to intersection of pit caves as
caves receiving more recharge grow and incorporate surrounding pits. Pit caves form
independently of sea level and freshwater lens position, and can form in any exposed
carbonate rock on an island (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007).
Blue Holes
Blue holes are spectacular karst features of the Bahamas and have been studied
extensively for many years. According to Mylroie et al. (1995, p. 231) a blue hole is
defined as: “subsurface voids that are developed in carbonate banks and islands; are open
to the earth’s surface; contain tidally-influenced waters of fresh, marine, or mixed
chemistry; extend below sea level for a majority of their depth; and may provide access
to submerged cave passages.” Blue holes are found inland and also in the open marine
environment, offshore blue holes are called ocean holes (Mylroie et al., 1995).
Blue holes are karst features that can form in a variety of ways (Figure 2.11) 1)
Pit caves that formed during sea-level lowstands flood during sea-level highstands to
form some blue holes. 2) In places, failure of the steep margins of the Bahama banks
produces bank-margin fractures. Wide gaps along these fractures can result in blue holes.
3) Collapse of large dissolutional voids at depth that were produced during sea-level
lowstands or pre-Pleistocene highstands can prograde to the surface to form blue holes.
Blue holes may open laterally into horizontal cave systems at a variety of depths. Some
of these connections may be random intersection of caves formed by other means
(Mylroie and Carew, 2010). It should also be noted that banana holes (see below) that
hold a small amount of water either seasonally or year round have been referred to as
blue holes by some researchers (Harris et al, 1995). Since the Mylroie et al. (1995)
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definition of blue holes requires them to extend below sea level for the majority of their
depth, banana holes containing a small amount of water will not be referred to as blue
holes in this study.

Figure 2.11

Models for blue hole formation. (A) Rising sea level floods existing karst
features. (B) Prograding collapse reaches surface and is flooded. (C) and
(D) Bank margin failure. (From Mylroie and Carew, 2010)

Banana Holes
Banana holes are extremely abundant karst features of the Bahamas, with
estimated concentrations up to 1000 per km2 (Harris et al., 1995). Early researchers
mentioned banana holes in their reports. Nelson (1853) noted abundant shallow cave
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features that collected organic material and produced a rich soil; he referred to them as
pot-holes. Shattuck and Miller (1905) were the first to use the term banana hole in
describing the shallow karst features commonly used in Bahamian agriculture.
Banana holes (Figure 2.12) are described as being isolated voids that are typically
circular or ovoid in plan. Generally they are 3 m to 10 m in diameter and from
3 m to 5 m deep, typically they are found at elevations below 7 m (Harris et al.,
1995). Banana hole wall morphology is similar to that of flank margin caves.
Characteristic features include thin wall partitions, and curvilinear or cuspate wall
surfaces (Harris et al., 1995).

Figure 2.12

Banana hole (BH99) from the Line Hole field area.
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Despite their abundance on the islands of the Bahamas, banana holes have
received only brief mention in the literature. Over the course of the last century four
models for the formation of banana holes have been proposed. Shattuck and Miller
(1905) believed that the Bahama banks were at an elevation of 300 m higher sometime in
the past. They based this idea on the great depth of some of the blue holes found in the
Bahamas, incorrectly conflating the origin of these two karst features. Shattuck and
Miller’s (1905) hypothesis for the origin of banana holes was that they were subject to
vadose dissolution. Over time this dissolution would lead to the subsurface of the island
having a honey comb type structure (Shattuck and Miller, 1905). As the Bahamas’ banks
subsided to where they are today, surface denudation and wave erosion would have
exposed these vadose dissolution features. With our modern knowledge of glacio-eustacy
we recognize that sea level change accounts for depth of vadose dissolution features and
a +300 m Bahamas banks (relative to modern sea level) did not exist. Furthermore the
morphology of banana holes including the cuspate wall features calls for a phreatic
origin. Vadose features that could be confused with banana holes do exist in the
Bahamas, these features are known as pit caves, previously described. Pit caves can also
form in dense clusters; however they typically have vertical grooves (rillen) on their
walls formed by the supercritical laminar flow of descending vadose waters (Mylroie et
al., 2007). Pit caves also have width to depth ratios of <1 while banana holes are >1
(Harris et al., 1995).
Another model for banana hole formation by vadose processes was proposed by
Smart and Whitaker (1989). This model proposes that soil collecting in topographic lows
in the bedrock and creates a positive feedback situation and enhanced dissolution (Smart
and Whitaker, 1989). Smart and Whitaker (1989) propose that increased partial pressure
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of CO2 in deeper soils that collect in low spots allows for a retention of moisture even
during the dry season (Figure 2.13). This moisture drives the decomposition of organic
matter by microorganisms and allows for increased CO2 pressure in deeper soils
throughout the year. As the depression grows due to enhanced dissolution driven by
available CO2 in the soil it increases the size of its catchment allowing for more soil to be
collected (Smart and Whitaker, 1989). Cracks in the bedrock formed by vegetation
growth would also contribute to an increase in banana hole size (Smart and Whitaker,
1989). This model is likely to be applicable to dissolving the bedrock of banana holes that
are breached and open to the surface. However, this model does not account for the
phreatic dissolution features found in banana holes. Banana holes are often found with
intact or partially intact roofs making the Smart and Whitaker (1989) model unlikely as
the primary dissolution mechanism for banana holes (Harris et al. 1995).
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Figure 2.13

Positive feedback model for banana hole formation envisioned by Smart
and Whitaker (1989).

The currently accepted model for banana hole formation is for shallow phreatic
dissolution at the vadose/phreatic mixing zone at the top of the fresh water lens (Harris et
al., 1995). Harris et al. (1995) recognized that the broad flat plains in the interior of San
Salvador Island represented areas where the depth to the top of the freshwater lens would
be less than in areas of higher topography such as dune ridges. During the last interglacial
dissolution voids produced at the interface of the vadose and phreatic zone would have
had thin roofs on the order of 0.5 m to 2 m thick (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). From
these observations Harris et al. (1995) proposed a model for banana hole formation
placing dissolution by mixing corrosion at the vadose/phreatic interface away from the
lens margin. This model justifies the relatively low number of banana holes reported on
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other islands by noting the greater relief of other carbonate islands such as Isla de Mona,
Puerto Rico, or the Mariana Islands (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2007). The increased
overburden on other carbonate islands would be less subject to collapse than voids
created in low lying areas of the Bahamas with thin overburden (Mylroie and Mylroie,
2007). Recent geochemical modeling by Whitaker and Smart (2007) has demonstrated
that mixing between vadose and phreatic water at the top of the freshwater lens has
negligible ability to dissolve CaCO3. Whitaker and Smart (2007) argue that degassing of
CO2 from the top of the lens promotes preferential cementation since the degassed water
would become super saturated with respect to CaCO3.
A karst inventory of the Primeval Forest national park on the west end of New
Providence Island, Bahamas made some interesting observations in regards to banana
hole formation (Mylroie et al., 2008). Due to the vast amount of karst features present at
the location (49.7 per hectare) the area has remained largely unaffected by modern
development (Mylroie et al., 2008). During the karst inventory conducted by Mylroie et
al. (2008) the fossils of organisms such as Ophiomorpha that live only in sub-tidal
conditions as well as herringbone cross beds and the sea anemone trace fossil Conichnus
conicus were observed in the wall rock of banana holes. This unit graded upward into
beach and back beach dune facies, similar to that seen in core in nearby Clifton (Aurell et
al., 1995). The presence of marine facies above modern sea level makes this unit the
Cockburn Town member of the Grotto Beach formation (MIS 5e) (Mylroie et al., 2008).
The report of the survey team also noted that the banana holes in the park area followed a
linear NE-SW trend (Figure 2.14) along a low bench (Mylroie et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.14

Portion of the survey conducted at the Primeval Forest on New Providence
Island (Mylroie et al, 2008)

The presence of shallow marine facies in the wall rock of banana holes that are
capped by an eolianite indicate a lagoon that was prograded over by beach sands. Once
sediment is deposited above sea level it can be occupied by a fresh-water lens (Mylroie et
al., 2008). This observation calls into question the Harris et al. (1995) assumption that the
shoreline would not have been located far enough inland to have been in the vicinity of
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the San Salvador banana holes. Also the linear trend of the features at the Primeval Forest
indicate some sort of controlling feature or process that is causing them to follow a linear
trend, which is proposed here to involve depositional strike of a prograding beach.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Field work on San Salvador was conducted in December 2010, May 2011, and
December 2011. Field sites investigated include the Line Hole (Figure 3.1), Jake Jones
Road (3.1), Hard Bargain (3.2), and South Victoria Hill (3.3) areas of San Salvador. The
Line Hole and Jake Jones Road field areas are on the north end of the island in close
proximity to the windward lagoon of Grahams Harbor. The Hard Bargain area is on the
east side of the island and is confined on its east and west sides by dune ridges. South
Victoria Hill is located at the north-west corner of Pigeon Creek lagoon.

Figure 3.1

Line Hole and Jake Jones Rd. Field Areas (Modified from Google Earth,
2012)
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Figure 3.2

Hard Bargain field area (Inset modified from Google Earth, 2012)
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Figure 3.3

South Victoria Hill field area (Inset modified from Google Earth, 2012)
GPS/GIS

Banana holes were located using a combination of aerial photography, local
knowledge, and walking transects. When a banana hole was located its spatial location
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was recorded using either a Trimble™ or Garmin Legend™ GPS. Data processed from
the Trimble™ has an X,Y accuracy of 0.5 m, unfortunately technical issues required that
data also be collected using a Garmin Legend™ which has an accuracy of 6 m. All spatial
data was collected in the field and projected in ArcGIS™ using the North American
Datum 1927 Bahamas, and UTM coordinates. Spatial Data was plotted in an existing GIS
database for San Salvador created by Robinson and Davis (1999). A 1959 map of San
Salvador produced by the Army Corp of Engineers was also georeferenced using the
Robinson and Davis (1999) database, this map has more elevation detail in the Line Hole
and Jake Jones areas than newer maps. Spatial interpretation was conducted by visual
observations of banana hole clustering and orientation to features such as inland ridges.
Spatial analysis using the Ripley’s K and Average Nearest Neighbor functions in
ArcGIS™ was also employed to determine if clustering of banana holes is statistically
significant. Ripley’s K spatial statistic function is a tool in ArcGIS™ that determines if
point features are significantly clustered or dispersed in a designated field area (ESRI,
2012). Ripley’s K works by first creating a study area around spatial X and Y points, the
study area for this banana hole analysis was designated as the smallest enclosing
rectangle encompassing all banana holes in the Line Hole area of San Salvador. Ripley’s
K then randomly places points equal to your input sample size into the sample area and
determines an upper and lower confidence band for clustering or dispersion at multiple
different distances (ESRI, 2012). The number of distance intervals tested was set at 25 for
this study. The greater number of times (permutations) Ripley’s K plots and analyzes
random points in the study area the greater the confidence envelope. For banana hole
analysis 99 permutations were used which according to ESRI (2012) loosely corresponds
to a 99% confidence envelope. The Ripley’s K tool then tests the input data set. If the
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data point’s calculated K values are greater than the predicted K the points are clustered,
if they are less they are dispersed. If the observed K falls inside the upper and lower
confidence bands then the data points are randomly distributed. Ripley’s K analysis was
conducted only for the Line Hole field area as it had been investigated the most and has
the most complete coverage of any of the field areas.
The Average Nearest Neighbor Function designates a field area by fitting the
smallest enclosing rectangle around the data points. It then calculates an expected mean
distance between the point features if the points were randomly distributed. The actual
mean distance is then divided by the expected to get the Average Nearest Neighbor Ratio.
If the ratio is less than one the point features trend towards clustered, if the ratio is near
one the features are random.
Banana holes were also marked with a numbered aluminum tag so that they could
be identified during later field work. In order for a feature to be labeled as a banana hole
it had to be greater than 1.5 m wide and 1m deep.
Cave Survey/Morphometrics
Individual banana holes were surveyed using a compass and Leica™ laser range
finder. The survey was plotted by hand in the field so that the walls could be drawn in.
Survey data was reduced and cataloged using the Compass™ cave survey freeware
program. Cave maps were created from the survey data and field sketches using Adobe
Illustrator™.
Cave maps were used to compare banana hole morphometry to flank margin
caves and stream caves. Calculation of cave dimensions was conducted using the
freeware program ImageJ™. ImageJ™ allows a scale to be applied to an imported image
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of a cave map. A polygon can then be created by tracing the perimeter of the cave.
ImageJ™ is then able to calculate cave area, perimeter, and the dimensions of the
smallest enclosing rectangle for the cave. Banana hole cave area was divided by the area
of the enclosing rectangle which creates a ratio that can be plotted against cave area,
rectangle width and rectangle short/long axis ratios. This method of morphometric
analysis was used successfully by Frumkin and Fischhendler (2004) to differentiate
between fluvial fracture-controlled maze caves and hypogene caves of the Mt. Scopus
Group confinement in Israel (Figure 3.4). The method used for banana holes comparison
differs slightly from the Frumkin and Fishhendler (2004) method because the dependent
variable used in this study is the cave area/box area ratio as opposed to the rectangle
length/width ratio.
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Figure 3.4

Scatter plot showing the differentiation of two distinct cave types (Frumkin
and Fischhendler, 2004). Note how the rectangle length/width ratio is able
to distinguish the two cave types even if their areas are similar. White dots
represent chamber caves and black dots represent maze caves.
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Banana hole data used in morphometric analysis came from maps created during
this study. Flank margin cave data was originally taken from Roth (2004) but the
accuracy of the data was called into question after several measurement errors were
found and the measurements were recalculated. Stream cave data is from an unpublished
data set produced by Monica Roth and furnished by Dr. John Mylroie.
Petrographic Analysis
Twenty one representative banana hole wall rock samples were collected using a
hammer and chisel from selected banana holes. Samples were later cut into billets using a
tile saw with a water lubricated diamond blade. Billets were sent to Spectrum
Petrographics© where they were impregnated with blue epoxy and then made into
nineteen thin sections. Thin sections were analyzed using a petrographic microscope to
conduct point counts as well as to photograph the samples. Point counts were conducted
by counting a point every 1 mm on the sample. When the top or bottom of the sample
was reached the slide was moved to the left 1mm and a new row was started. In the rare
case that the same grain was still in the crosshairs after a 1mm move the stage was
advanced an additional 1 mm before a new point was taken. Point counts of 300 points or
150 points were conducted on 9 thin sections. Thin section interpretation was attempted
using a combination of the Folk (1974) and Dunham (1962) classification schemes for
carbonate rocks. Because of the large amount of clotted micrite present in the samples the
Folk (1974) and Dunham (1962) classification scheme returned results that were not
accurate descriptions of the thin sections. To better characterize the thin sections visual
inspection of images of the scanned thin sections was combined with observations from
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the point counts to provide a more accurate characterization. Preferential cementation and
grain sorting were among the observations recorded.
Because of the large amount of moldic porosity in the samples, Jpor™ was used
to determine porosity of the samples. Jpor™ is a macro for Image J™ that uses scanned
images of thin sections to measure total optical porosity by measuring the percentage of
pixels that are blue as a result of epoxy filling pore spaces (Grove and Jerram, 2011).
Facies Observations
Macroscopic facies indicators, such a herring-bone cross bedding (subtidal;
Figure 3.5), fenestral porosity (intertidal), and eolian foresets (supratidal) were identified
and photographed when possible, and used with the petrographic evidence and elevation
data from contour maps to make interpretations about the host rocks environment of
deposition.

Figure 3.5

Herringbone cross bedding visible in the wall rock of a banana hole in the
Jake Jones Rd. area. (Photograph by John Mylroie)
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
GIS Analysis
Spatial Locations
A total of 203 banana hole locations were recorded in the Line Hole field area
(Figure 4.1), 69 in the Jake Jones Road area (Figure 4.2), 113 in the Hard Bargain area
(Figure 4.3), and 5 in the South Victoria Hill area (Figure 4.4). Maps were produced that
show recorded transects in the Line Hole and Jake Jones field areas (Figure 4.5). A
photograph of a 1959 Army Corp of Engineers map (Figure 4.6) for the combined Line
Hole and Jake Jones Rd. area shows elevation features not visible on more recent maps.
Because the 1959 map is distorted from photography and had to be georeferenced by
manually entering coordinates at intersection points on the UTM grid it was not used for
statistical analysis. The 1959 map was useful in comparing the orientation of banana hole
clusters and rows to ridges.
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Figure 4.1

Banana hole map of the Line Hole field are. Blue is water, green is land.
Red dots are banana holes.
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Figure 4.2

Banana hole map of the Jake Jones Rd. field area. Blue is water, green is
land. Red dots are banana holes.
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Figure 4.3

Hard Bargain banana hole map. Blue is water, green is land. Red dots are
banana holes.
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Figure 4.4

South Victoria Hill banana hole map. Blue is water, green is land. Red dots
are banana holes.
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Figure 4.5

Transects recorded in the Line Hole and Jake Jones field areas. Blue is
water, green is land. Transects shown in red but are not drawn over banana
hole locations.
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Figure 4.6

1959 Army Corp of Engineers map over a Google Earth Image of the Line
Hole and Jake Jones Road field areas. Ridges of interest highlighted in
black.
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Elevation of the land surface was recorded for each field site where banana holes
were found. In the Line Hole area, 2% of banana holes are found between 0 m and 3 m,
90% are between 3 m and 6 m, 7% are between 6.1 m and 9 m, and 1% are between 9 m
and 12 m. For Hard Bargain, 98% are at elevations between 3 m and 6 m and 2% are
between 9.15 m. In the Jake Jones Rd. area, 61% of banana holes are between 3 m and 6
m and 39% are between 6 m and 9 m of elevation. All of the five banana holes located in
the South Victoria Hill area are between 3 m and 6 m of elevation. A table showing
elevation analysis can be found in Table B.10 (Appendix B).
Spatial Statistics
Ripley’s K spatial clustering function was used to analyze the spatial distribution
of the 203 banana holes located in the Line Hole Field area. Results indicate that
clustering was significant at all 25 distance bands. A table showing Ripley’s K output can
be found in Table B.8 (Appendix B). Average Nearest Neighbor statistics indicated
clustering was significant at the 99% significance level (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7

Graphic display and output summary of significant clustering of Line Hole
banana holes.
Morphometry

ImageJ™ analysis produced an average banana hole area for 47 mapped caves in
the Line Hole area of 108.21 m2. Average cave area for 10 mapped caves in Hard Bargain
is 31.51 m2. The average for 11 caves in the Jake Jones Rd. area is 59.03 m2, and for 2
caves in South Victoria the average area is 311.11 m2. Average area for all San Salvador
banana holes is 94.68 m2. Average perimeter is 42.03 m for Line Hole banana holes,
24.63 m for Hard Bargain, 102.75 m for South Victoria Hill, and 30.02 m for Jake Jones
Rd. Average perimeter for all San Salvador banana holes is 39.23 m. On average the area
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of a banana hole fills 61% of the area of its smallest enclosing rectangle (box), flank
margin caves fill 45%, and New York and West Virginia stream caves fill 11%.
Scatter plots were produced by plotting cave area/box area ratios (CA/BA) against
cave area, box width, and box length/width ratios for banana holes, flank margin, and
stream caves. Banana holes CA/BA ratio remains constant even as cave area increases,
the same is true for flank margin caves. Stream Caves do not appear to cluster together
and their CA/BA ratios vary greatly even between caves with similar areas. Banana holes
and flank margin caves behave in a similar manner on this plot with the difference being
that banana hole area fills slightly more of its box area (Figure 4.8). When CA/BA ratios
are plotted against box width the banana hole and flank margin caves cluster in the same
manner as the CA/BA ratio vs. area plot. As box width increases the CA/BA ratio for
flank margin caves and banana holes remains constant while stream caves show a varying
CA/BA ratio amongst caves with a similar box width (Figure 4.9).
When CA/BA ratio is plotted against short/long (S/L) axis ratios the closer to 1
the cave is on the CA/CA ratio axis and S/L axis the more square or round the cave is.
From this plot we see that banana holes are the most square and again partially overlap
with flank margin caves. When stream caves have a high S/L ratio they fill a low
percentage of their box (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.8

Y axis is cave area, X axis is cave area/box area. Banana holes are blue,
flank margin caves are red, stream caves are green.

Figure 4.9

Y axis is box width, X axis is cave area/box area. Banana holes are blue,
flank margin caves are red, stream caves are green.
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Figure 4.10

Y axis is box width/length, X axis is cave area/box area. Banana holes are
blue, flank margin caves are red, stream caves are green.

Visually banana holes appear ovoid in plan view and as low wide chambers in
profile when the cave is partly or nearly completely roofed. Overall chamber morphology
is ovoid although banana holes that have a partial or complete roof can have a complex
perimeter in plan view (Figure 4.11). Banana holes expressed only as a collapse feature
have a simple perimeter (Figure 4.12). Mapped banana holes have an average width of
12.73 m, with the shortest being 3.44 m (BH25, Figure 4.13) and the longest being 37.94
m (BH1007, Figure 4.14). Banana holes that were mapped range from 1 m to 5 m (SVH4,
Figure 4.15) in depth. Maps for all mapped caves can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.11

BH349 in the Line Hole field area displays a partially intact roof preserving
the caves complex perimeter.
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Figure 4.12

HB118 from the Hard Bargain field area is expressed as a complete
collapse.
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Figure 4.13

BH25 in the Line Hole field area has the smallest width of any mapped
banana hole.
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Figure 4.14

BH1007 in the Line Hole field area has the greatest width of any mapped
banana hole.
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Figure 4.15

SVH4 in the South Victoria Hill field area represents the maximum
mapped banana hole depth of 5 m.
Petrography

Point counts of nine selected thin sections demonstrate the dominant allochem
and cement compositions of banana hole wall rock. A table showing complete point
count results can be found in Appendix B. The dominant allochem in all of the counted
slides are peloids. Peloids make up an average 21% of points counted per thin section.
Intraclasts including grapestones are the second most prevalent allochem making up 13%.
Ooids make up 5% and Halimeda contributes 1%. All other allochems make up 1% of
points counted. The remaining ~52% of points counted is made up of cement, micrite,
and pores. Although peloids were always the most prevalent allochem, variations in
allochem numbers varied between samples, even between samples from the same banana
hole. A sample taken from the wall rock of banana hole 99(BH99(1)) in the Line Hole
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area at 0.3 m from the floor contained 1 intraclast while a sample taken from 2.2 m from
the floor of the banana hole contained 18 intraclasts. The sample containing the most
intraclasts was BH199 in the Line Hole area which contained 52 intraclasts and 9
grapestones.
Cement is dominated by clotted micrite, making up 31% of points counted.
Equant blocky calcite meteoric cements make up 17%. Whisker calcite was also present
in some samples making up an average of 0.4% of counted points. A full list of allochem
and cement counts for individual thin sections can be found in Table B.11 (Appendix B).
Because of the prevalence of clotted micrite in most of the counted thin sections
an accurate classification of the thin sections using the Folk (1974) and Dunham (1962)
classification schemes could not be obtained from point count data alone. Micrite in these
samples is the result of the dissolution of grains and formation of clotted micrite during
meteoric diagenesis. In order to more accurately describe the counted thin sections, scans
of the slides were made and the entire sample was analyzed visually. It should also be
noted that many of the grains listed as peloids have a size and shape identical to ooids but
without visible laminations.
Line Hole Thin Sections
A total of 11 thin sections were created from the wall rock of 7 individual banana
holes in the Line Hole field area. The location of sampled banana holes can be seen in
Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16

Location of banana hole where wall rock was sampled in the Line Hole
field area. Highlighted blue dots represent the sampled banana holes.

A total of 4 samples were taken from BH99 (Figure 4.17), sample 1 was taken 0.3
m from the floor, sample 2 at 1 m, sample 3 at 1.8 m, and sample 4 at 2.2 m. Sample 1 is
a sorted pellsparite grainstone. It has alternating preferentially cemented horizontal
lamina separated by zones of high porosity and clotted micrite. Allochems in this thin
section are mostly peloids with the exception of a large shell fragment which shows
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evidence of microbial boring (Figure 4.18). Sample 1 also contains abundant moldic
porosity. Sample 2 is highly micritized with limited zones of equant blocky calcite
cements. Grain size varies widely, with intraclasts, Halimeda, and forams up to 2.5 mm
in diameter and peloids and ooids with diameters <0.1 mm. Sample two is a poorly sorted
peloid sparite grainstone. Sample 3 shows the same characteristics as sample 2; unsorted
large rounded intraclasts randomly intermingled with smaller peloids. Moldic porosity is
abundant and zones of extensive micritization are present (Figure 4.19). Sample three is a
poorly sorted peloid sparite grainstone. Sample 4 is also a poorly sorted peloid sparite
grainstone and displays the same characteristics as samples 2 and 3. Due to extensive
micritization and flowstone on the walls bedding features were not visible where samples
were taken.

Figure 4.17

Map of BH99 in the Line Hole field area.
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Figure 4.18

Sample BH99(1), un-highlighted and highlighted scans shown. Layers of
preferential cementation highlighted in yellow. Note the large shell with
microbial borings. Blue represents epoxy.
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Figure 4.19

Sample BH99(4). Blue represents epoxy.

Two samples were taken from BH23. Sample one was taken just below the land
surface which is the partially intact roof of the banana hole. Small peloids <0.1 mm are
the dominant allochem and the grains are well sorted. Equant blocky calcite cement is
abundant with mixed in zones of micritization (Figure 4.20). Moldic porosity within
grains is extensive. Sample 1 can be classified as a well sorted peloid sparite grainstone.
Sample two was taken 1.25 m beneath the land surface and shares the same
characteristics as sample 1. Sample two is classified as a well sorted peloid sparite
grainstone.
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Figure 4.20

BH23(1), un-highlighted and highlighted scans shown. Preferentially
cemented layers highlighted in yellow. An error was made by the thin
section preparer and up was not labeled on this thin section.

One sample was taken from BH190. The sample was taken from the bimodal
crossbeds which underlie the horizontal lamina near the top of the banana hole (Figure
4.21). The dominant allochem in this sample is peloids <0.1 mm, however there are also
abundant intraclasts, forams and Halimeda fragments >2 mm. The larger allochems
appear to be oriented along the bedding lamina, as shown in figure 4.22 the dip angle of
the lamina changes at the top of the slide. Zones of horizontal preferential cementation
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and dissolution are apparent, moldic porosity is also prevalent. This sample is classified
as a sorted peloid sparite grainstone.

Figure 4.21

BH190, person for scale. Note the transition from herringbone
crossbedding where the sample was collected to horizontal beds above the
researcher’s head.
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Figure 4.22

Thin section from BH190, note the change in dip angle of the lamina (pink
lines).

One sample was taken from BH199, no apparent bedding features were present at
the sample location. This sample contains an abundance of large >2 mm intraclasts and
Halimeda fragments (Figure 4.23). Two horizontal layers of peloids <0.1 mm are present
but they are sparse in the rest of the sample. No micrite is present in this sample with the
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only cement being equant blocky calcite. This sample can be classified as a poorly sorted
intrasparite grainstone.

Figure 4.23

Thin section from BH199, note the abundant large intraclasts and Halimeda
fragments.

BH309 (Figure 4.24) had one sample taken and the wall rock had no apparent
bedding. All of the allochems in this sample are <0.1 mm in diameter and have been
completely micritized (Figure 4.25). Zones of preferential cementation and dissolution
are apparent. This sampled can be classified as a well sorted peloid sparite grainstone.
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Figure 4.24

BH309 in the Line Hole field area. Figure shows wall rock sample site.
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Figure 4.25

Sample from BH309, left scan highlighted. Zones of preferential
dissolution highlighted in green.

One sample was collected from the south wall of BH344 (Figure 4.26). The
dominant allochem is peloids <0.1 mm in diameter, however larger intraclasts and
peloids up to 1mm in diameter are present. The larger allochems appear only in certain
lamina at irregular intervals, the lamina themselves dip in the same direction throughout
the sample at a high angle (Figure 4.27). Preferential cementation and moldic porosity are
prevalent throughout the sample. This sample can be classified as a sorted peloid sparite
grainstone.
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Figure 4.26

Map of BH344 in the Line Hole field area.
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Figure 4.27

Sample from BH344, Zones of preferential dissolution highlighted in green
on left.

One sample was collected from BH1020.The dominant allochem in this sample is
peloids <0.2 mm in diameter with abundant intraclasts and Halimeda ~2 mm also present
(Figure 4.28). The sample has been heavily micritized with extensive grain leaching and
moldic porosity. Equant blocky calcite cement persists in zones randomly dispersed
throughout the sample. This sample can be classified as a poorly sorted peloid sparite
grainstone.
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Figure 4.28

Sample from BH1020

Jake Jones Road Thin Sections
A total of 6 thin sections were made from three different banana holes in the Jake
Jones Road field area. The banana holes sampled were BH564, BH1037, and FMCAVE
(Figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.29

Locations of sampled Jake Jones Road banana holes.

A total of 2 samples were collected from BH564 (Figure 4.30), sample 1 was
collected 0.7 m from the dirt floor of the banana hole and sample 2 was collected 1.6 m
from the floor. Sample one exhibits complete cementation by equant blocky cement with
the only pore space coming from moldic porosity within grains. The allochem that makes
up the largest percentage of the sample are peloids, a comparable amount of intraclasts
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and Halimeda with diameters ~2 mm are present. This sample was collected from under a
layer of flowstone and a flowstone crust is present in the sample (Figure 4.31). Sample 1
can be characterized as a poorly sorted peloid sparite grainstone. Sample 2 was taken just
above a layer of macro scale vugs in a 0.5 m thick layer of steeply dipping beds 15 cm to
20 cm thick. The majorities of peloid allochems in sample 2 are micritized or exhibit
moldic porosity. Most of the sample is well cemented with equant blocky calcite with the
exception of globular zones where allochems and cement are absent. This sample can be
characterized as a well-sorted peloid sparite grainstone.

Figure 4.30

BH564 and 1015, Sample collected from BH564 in the lower left.
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Figure 4.31

Sample BH564(1), note the almost total cementation of the sample by
equant blocky calcite.

Samples FMCAVE and JJ1 were both taken from a roofed banana hole which has
been breached only by surface denudation intersecting large bell holes in the roof (Figure
4.32). Sample FMCAVE was taken from the wall rock of the cave chamber and JJ1 was
taken from the surface rock. Sample FMCave (Figure 4.33) is dominated by peloids <0.2
mm in diameter with larger intraclasts >1.5 mm also present. Micritization and grain
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leaching is apparent and many grains show a moldic porosity. This sample can be
described as a poorly sorted pellsparite grainstone. Sample JJ1 is has been highly
micritized from meteoric diagenesis and few identifiable grains remain. Due to the
amount of micritization classifying this sample would not be meaningful.

Figure 4.32

Large bell hole entrance to FMCAVE, located on a ridge flank in the Jake
Jones Road area.
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Figure 4.33

Sample FMCAVE. Note near complete cementation by equant blocky
calcite.

Hard Bargain Thin Sections
A total of 2 thin sections were made from 2 banana holes in the Hard Bargain
Area. Due to missing GPS coordinates for the banana holes where the samples were
taken their exact location cannot be shown. However they are located among the main
linear tract of banana holes shown in Figure 4.3.
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The sample labeled HBBH92 shows preferentially cemented and dissolved layers.
The major allochem is peloids with larger forams and Halimeda fragments present at the
top of the sample. Figure 4.34 also shows some type of boundary above which the sample
is well cemented relative to the preferential cementation of the remainder of the sample.
This sample is classified as a poorly sorted pellsparite grainstone.

Figure 4.34

Arrow pointing to a noticeable boundary between well cemented and
poorly cemented zones.
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Sample HBBH141 shows preferential zones of cementation and dissolution
although the zones are vertical rather than the horizontal lamina common in the samples
discussed above (Figure 4.35). Grain size is 0.2mm or less and the sample is well sorted.
Moldic porosity and extensive grain leaching are observed. This sample is classified as a
sorted pellsparite grainstone.

Figure 4.35

Sample HBBH141 show nearly vertical preferential cementation.

Porosity
Analysis of porosity using Jpor™ returned an average porosity for all thin
sections of 28.53%. Results of interest include 5 thin sections with porosity at or above
40% and BH564(1) having a porosity of 1.3% (Table B.9, Appendix B).
Facies Observations and Dissolution Features
Observation of bedding and original dissolution features in banana holes is
difficult because overprinting by meteoric diagenesis and collapse has obscured or
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removed these features. In the event a portion of the wall rock does have visible beds it
is possible that the exposed portion is along strike in which case the bedding will appear
as horizontal laminations regardless of its true nature (Figure 4.36). If all the walls of a
banana hole are visible, determining true dip is not problematic. Despite these obstacles,
subtidal, intertidal, and subaerial bedding features were observed in banana hole wall
rock. Original phreatic dissolution features were also recorded from banana holes that
remain at least partially roofed. Occasionally, phreatic dissolution features were also
found in banana holes with no roof.

Figure 4.36

The true attitude of the bedding may not be assessed correctly if the visible
wall rock is along the strike of the beds. Although apparent dip would not
be a problem in a circular depression, banana holes often only have small
areas of visible bedding.
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Bedding Features
Banana hole JJBH6 in the Jake Jones Rd. field area shows a progression upwards
from herringbone crossbedding, visible along its sediment floor, upwards to breccia block
facies, which are overlain by horizontal laminated bedding (Figure 4.37). A similar
progression is seen in the wall rock of banana hole SVH6 in the South Victoria Hill field
area. The bottom 1m of SVH6 is characterized by breccia block facies and is overlain by
4m of gently dipping beds containing climbing wind ripples (Figure 4.38). BH197 in the
Line Hole area lacks visible bedding lamina but breccia blocks are visible in the wall of
the cave chamber (Figure 4.39). Banana hole 190 in the Line Hole area has well defined
herringbone crossbedding overlain by horizontal laminar bedding (Figure 4.40). BHLL in
the Line Hole area displays unidirectional high angle bedding, the bottom of which is
obscured by the dirt floor (Figure 4.41). BH344 in the Line Hole field area has abundant
breccia within a paleosol infill (Figure 4.42).
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Figure 4.37

Progression up the wall rock of JJBH6. Red line highlights switch from
herringbone to horizontal gently dipping lamina. (C) Herringbone cross
beds along the sediment floor. (B) Breccia block facies. (A) Herringbone
cross beds overlain by laminar horizontal beds. Note the apparent change in
appearance above the red line. (Photos by John Mylroie)
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Figure 4.38

Breccia block in the wall rock of SVH6.
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Figure 4.39

Breccia Blocks in the wall of BH584. Scale is 10 cm tall.
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Figure 4.40

Planar beds above the red line and herringbone below.
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Figure 4.41

Partially obscured high angle beds. Loss of visible wall features occurs in
opened banana holes.
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Figure 4.42

Dissolved breccia blocks in possible paleosol infill (BH344).

Additional banana holes that contain herringbone crossbedding are present
throughout the field areas, but photographing these features is difficult as the bedding is
often obscured by surface weathering. Wall rock of banana holes in the Hard Bargain
field area has been highly micritized and bedding of any type is typically not visible.
Only banana holes for which photographic evidence is available are mentioned.
Dissolution Features
Banana holes with nearly intact or partially intact roofs typically preserved
original phreatic dissolution features in their wall rock. Features observed include cuspate
wall features, blind passages, bell holes, remnant bedrock pillars, and thin wall partitions.
If the banana hole was unroofed, it commonly had breakdown and soil infill that
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obscured the lower walls and side passages, and the upper walls were modified by
subaerial metereoric weathering.
Banana Hole BH1005 (Figure 4.43) in the Line Hole field area has cuspate wall
features, blind passages, bell holes, and remnant pillars (Figure 4.44). The roofed portion
of this cave has completely preserved dissolution surfaces with the exception of some
small pieces of breakdown that have fallen from the ceiling. Banana Hole BHZZ has a
well preserved cave chamber with a dissolved pendent coming from the wall which is
characteristic of phreatic dissolution (Figure 4.45). Banana Hole BH1040 (Figure 4.46) in
the Jake Jones Rd. field area has multiple wall cusps with short ~1 m blind passages.
HB7 in the Hard Bargain area has a near complete roof and has cuspate wall features that
are slightly obscured by flowstone (Figure 4.47).

Figure 4.43

BH1005 in the Line Hole field area.
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Figure 4.44

(A) Blind passages, (B) bell hole, (C) remnant pillar, and (D) cuspate wall
features found in BH1005. Panel (B) is looking up at the ceiling.
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Figure 4.45

Wall pendent covered in flowstone. Compass for scale.
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Figure 4.46

BH1040 wall cusps with blind passages.
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Figure 4.47

HB7 in the Hard Bargain field area. Note lumpy stalactite next to person.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Spatial Locations
Banana holes in the Line Hole and Jake Jones Rd. field areas are associated with
ridges present on the older but more detailed 1959 Army Corp. of Engineers map (this
map was originally produced in feet, so those units are used here with metric equivalents
given). The seaward progression of these ridges suggests that they are abandoned beach
ridges within a prograding strandplain. The obviously linear trending banana holes in the
Line Hole area appear to be on the downslope flanks of the ridges. It is important to
understand that the ridges shown by the contour lines on the Corp of Engineers map are
visible because the tallest portion of the ridge in those areas is higher than 40 ft (12 m) in
elevation. So it appears the banana holes are between the ridges but they are actually in
the downslope flank of the ridge. It should be noted that the 1959 map is a photograph of
the original, which is glued to a piece of plywood. It is the last known copy. Because the
map is a photograph and had to be georeferenced, error was introduced to its spatial
correctness. The map legend also states that the map was compiled from the best
available large-scale sources, which likely includes aerial photography. Because of the
uncertainty of the source of elevation data used in this map, elevation values mentioned
in the following two paragraphs discussing Line Hole and Jake Jones Rd. are
approximate.Elevations used for analysis were taken from the more recent GIS database
presented in the Results section of this paper.
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Beginning at the south end of Line hole the banana holes are along the seaward
flank of the 60 ft (18 m) high dune ridge. No banana holes are located on the South flank
of this dune ridge. Moving north the banana holes follow the 40 ft (12 m) contour around
what is now a lake during high water events. This normally dry lake bed was traversed
when it was holding roughly 4.5 ft of water in December 2011 as a result of hurricane
Irene. No banana holes were encountered while in the lake as it maintained a constant
depth from north to south. Examination of aerial photographs of this lake bed when it is
dry does not show any evidence of collapse features. Moving north the banana holes
follow the prograding sands and begin to be arranged in a linear trend from the NE to SW
following the strike of the 40 ft ridges. North of these ridges the banana holes form a
point much like the points along the modern shoreline to the NW and NE (Figure 5.1).
This point was the maximum extent of subaerial progradation during MIS 5e. To the west
of the Line Hole banana holes elevation gradually decreases as evidenced by a year round
mangrove swamp that extends to the north of the northernmost banana holes in the Jake
Jones Rd. field area.
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Figure 5.1

Notice how the banana holes at the north end of the field area approximate
the shape of the modern coastline. Red Boxes denote modern caternary
points. The land surface to the north and west of line hole is too low to
have been subaerial during MIS 5e.

The Jake Jones Rd. field area is close in proximity to the Line Hole area and the
two are likely closely related. Banana holes in the southwest corner of the Jake Jones Rd.
area are along the seaward flank of the same high dune ridge at the south end of the Line
Hole field area. These banana holes follow the 40 ft contour like the Line hole banana
holes. Banana holes found in the north side of the Jake Jones area are associated with NE
to SE striking ridges. Banana holes associated with these ridges are fairly large and
BH564 discussed earlier in this paper houses a previously unknown colony of bats
(Figure 5.2). Banana hole FMCAVE is roughly 200 m to the west of BH564 and is
associated with a steep change in topography. Immediately to the north of FMCAVE is
the mangrove swamp that was mentioned in the previous paragraph. Because of this
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abrupt change in topography FMCAVE is interpreted to be found in a ridge that
represents the maximum extent of progradation.

Figure 5.2

Bat colony in BH564 (Photo by Pat Kambesis)

Banana holes marked in Hard Bargain are along the Hard Bargain Trail and their
distribution is the direct result of exploration bias. The Hard Bargain area is extensive
and not enough time was available to give it the attention it needed. A preliminary
investigation 500 m to the north of the Hard Bargain Trail discovered banana holes and it
is likely that these features can be found throughout the low flat plain (3 m-6 m) that
extends between the high ridges to the east and west of the field area.
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South Victoria Hill contained 5 banana holes, all of which are between 3 m and 6
m of elevation. There is a small sample size for South Victoria Hill but the banana holes
that were found are large and associated with Ne to SW striking ridges.
Land surface elevation data for banana holes in all field areas shows that 89% of
marked banana holes are located where the land surface is between 3 m and 6 m. This is
consistent with sediments that were deposited at or near sea level during the +6 m sea
level high-stand during MIS 5e, accounting for 2 m of subsidence during the last 100,000
years. Banana holes that are located at higher elevations are located in higher ridges and
entering these caves requires climbing down deeper entrances (Figure 5.3). This suggests
that the caves are all at similar depths regardless of land surface elevation.

Figure 5.3

Banana Hole BHZZ is on the flank of the large dune ridge at the south end
of the field area. The cave has a much greater roof thickness than banana
holes found at lower elevations. Distance from the land surface to the
sediment floor is ~18-21 ft.
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Spatial Statistics
Banana holes were found to be clustered using both the Average Nearest
Neighbor and Ripley’s K methods. This indicates that banana holes spatial locations are
controlled by some nonrandom variable. If banana holes were dissolved at the top of the
freshwater lens as a result of mixing between vadose and phreatic waters you would
expect them to be randomly distributed within the field area which they are not.
Morphometry
The morphometric analysis performed on banana holes showed that regardless of
cave area, enclosing box width or box short/long axis ratios banana holes overlap with
flank margin caves when the independent variable is the cave area/box area ratio
(CA/BA). The cave area/box area ratio is essentially a measure of how complex the
perimeter of the cave is. For instance a cave with many narrow offshoot passages would
add minimal area to the area of the cave, but it would add significant area to the smallest
enclosing rectangle (box) surrounding it. Although banana holes and flank margin cave
values overlap, many banana holes have CA/BA ratios closer to 1. This can be attributed
to the observation that many banana holes are expressed as soil and breakdown filled
collapse features. After the roof collapses small passages off of the main chamber will be
obscured (Figure 5.4). This is demonstrated by the complex perimeters of roofed banana
holes. Visually banana holes appear to have low wide globular chambers with small blind
passages in the chamber walls. This type of morphology is consistent with the
morphology of flank margin caves.
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Figure 5.4

Brown layer is organic soil. 1. Original banana hole void develops with no
entrances in the flank of a ridge. No soil present. 2. Descending roots from
vegetation as well as continuing diagenesis cause the roof to partially
collapse; soil begins to fill the hole as well. 3. Roof totally collapses and
soil continues to fill the banana hole obscuring wall features and passages.
BH1005 represents panel 2 and BH12 represents panel 3.
Petrographic Analysis

The classification of banana hole thin sections shows that they are predominantly
poorly sorted to well sorted peloid sparite grainstones. Many of the thin sections contain
1 mm to 2 mm intraclasts or Halimeda fragments. In order for the thin sections to have
abundant large rounded micrite mud intraclasts the allochems must have been deposited
in a subtidal or near shore environment such as a beach or back beach dune. Well sorted
eolianites in high transgressive dunes typically contain fine grain ooids and peloids that
can be blown by the wind onto higher dune ridges. Pieces of mud are ripped up during
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high energy events such as storms and re-deposited in the near shore or beach
environment. Due to the abundance of intraclasts in banana hole wall rock it can be
determined that the sediment was deposited in close proximity to the shoreline.
The majority of thin sections show alternating preferential cementation and
dissolution of grains. The reason certain laminas are dissolved and others are cemented
likely has to do with the retention of water between smaller grains. When saturated water
between finer grains is trapped any dissolved carbonate is precipitated in the same lamina
when the water degasses or evaporates. In lamina with coarser grains the carbonate is
leached from the allochems and carried away resulting in only dissolution.
Wall Rock Facies
Wall rock in banana holes with preserved bedding features often show an upward
progression from shallow subtidal herringbone cross beds to back beach rubble and
breccia blocks or horizontal laminated beach rock to eolianite wedge sets. These facies
are indicative of a progradational environment in which aggraded subtidal deposits are
prograded over by advancing beach and back beach deposits. This type of environment
has been described as being the depositional environment of the rock in which Altar Cave
on the Southwest corner of San Salvador is formed in. Altar cave is described as a flank
margin cave in progradational facies, it is breached from the side although it has
extensive collapse in the center of its main chamber that has not breached the surface
because it is capped by a regressive dune (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5

1. Looking at the collapsing roof of Altar Cave, we see that it would likely
have breached the surface if it did not have the regressive dune above it. 2.
Cliff face near the entrance to Altar Cave, note the upward sequence from
herringbone cross beds to back beach rubble to eolian facies. (Photos by
Joan Mylroie).
Dissolution Features

Banana holes display classic phreatic dissolution features. The majority of banana
holes that were identified during field work that maintained some portion of their original
cave chamber displayed cuspate wall features. In well preserved banana holes blind
passages and bell holes were observed. These observations are in agreement with the
observations of Harris et al. (1995).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that banana holes are formed
in prograding beach environments and therefore exposed to the under saturated
aggressive waters of the mixing zone at the fresh water lens margin.
Spatial analysis of banana hole locations shows that banana hole locations follow
the strike of inland ridges which are interpreted as accretionary ridges of an advancing
strandplain. In the Line Hole area where exploration of the entire field area is most
complete the northernmost banana holes approximate the shape of the paleo shoreline
which is nearly identical in shape to the features of the modern shoreline. In areas that are
below 3.05 m of elevation such as to the west of Line Hole and North of Jake Jones Rd.,
banana holes are absent because these areas would not have been subaerialy exposed
during MIS 5e. Spatial statistics using Ripley’s K show that banana holes are not
randomly dispersed within the field area, which is in disagreement with the conclusions
of Harris et al. (1995) who suggested that banana holes were the result of the mixing of
vadose and phreatic waters. If the Harris et al. (1995) model is correct we would expect
banana holes to be located randomly. The Harris et al. (1995) model is not supported by
observation or statistical analysis.
The morphology of banana holes is shown to overlap with flank margin caves
using the Frumkin and Fishhendler (2004) model for differentiating caves. The slight
deviation of banana holes towards a simpler perimeter away from flank margin caves is
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easily explained by the collapsed nature of many banana holes, which obscures any
passages or smaller chambers that are part of the cave. Visually banana hole plan and
profile maps cannot be differentiated from those of flank margin caves with similar floor
areas.
The allochems present in banana hole wall rock shed some light on the
environment of deposition for the rock units where banana holes are found. In order for
abundant intraclasts to be present the unit must have been deposited either in a subtidal or
near shore environment.
Since this model requires that banana holes be actively forming while the unit is
still being deposited and before additional progradation causes the lens margin to migrate
away, a mechanism that allows for the sediment to be consolidated enough to support a
void must be presented. Meteoric diagenesis is rapid on carbonate islands and the
preferentially cemented lamina likely provides the initial structural competency to
support a roof for a banana hole. This may work in conjunction with degassing of CO2 at
the top of the lens resulting in preferential cementation in the uppermost portion of the
lens.
Facies observed in banana hole wall rock show a progression from subtidal,
intertidal, to eolian. This is consistent with the thin section data and suggest a
progradational sequence and allows for the shoreline as well as lens margin to have
migrated over 1.5 km in the Line Hole and Jake Jones Rd. field areas during the ~10,000
years that sea level remained at +6 m during MIS 5e.
Phreatic dissolution features were commonly found in banana holes. These
features are identical to features observed in flank margin caves on San Salvador and
carbonate islands worldwide.
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Banana holes are formed in the mixing zone at the margin of the freshwater lens
by the same mechanism that forms flank margin caves. As the beach progrades during a
sea level still-stand the lens margin follows and abandons previously forming caves and
begins to dissolve voids at the new shoreline/mixing zone. This process can continue as
long as the beach continues advancing seaward (Figure 6.1). In the event that the
shoreline remains stationary for long periods of time larger caves will develop, if
progradation occurs too rapidly then voids will not develop. Banana holes form as
syndepositional caves meaning they are actively forming while the rock unit they are
forming in is still being deposited. The term banana hole should from now on be used to
describe flank margin caves formed in prograding strandplains, rather than describing a
unique dissolution process. This banana hole model explains why banana holes are so
common in the Bahamas where prograding strand plains are common features. Banana
holes are not reported in places with complex tectonic histories like Isla de Mona and
Guam because large strandplains did not form.
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Figure 6.1

Model for banana hole formation in prograding strandplains. As the beach
progrades from left to right voids are dissolved at the lens margin and then
abandoned. As vegetation grows over banana holes their roots contribute to
failure of their roofs.

Since banana holes are a known building hazard in the Bahamas this model
should allow building planners to avoid strandplains since they are riddled with banana
holes. However, if the proposed construction is on subtidal sediments that remained
subtidal until sea level dropped and were never prograded over, there should not be a
collapse risk as no banana holes would have formed. Strandplains also represent
potentially important hydrocarbon reservoirs. Banana holes may persist in the subsurface
and their abundance would allow for a hydrocarbon reservoir with a very high porosity.
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Table B.1

Morphometry data for Line Hole banana holes.

Line Hole
Name
BH13
BH25
BH26
BH28
BH29
BH99
BH140
BH155
BH157
BH160
BH302
BH304
BH308
BH309
BH311
BH312
BH316
BH323
BH324
BH329A
BH341
BH377
BH388
BH395
BH329B
BH1015
BH1000
BH1001
BH1002
BH1006
BH1007
BH1008
BH1009
BH1010

Long
Axis(m)
(Box)
16.03
3.44
9.77
9.21
17.46
16.18
11.3
15.14
8.9
18.11
15.52
14.93
6.79
8.68
4.07
15.78
20.05
19.32
18.76
17.78
20.96
15.56
18.56
8.12
6.74
17.68
11.65
14.24
19.29
22.26
37.94
9.66
6.63
17.03

Short
Axis(m)
(Box)
13.43
2.96
7.16
6.99
13.12
12.97
9.17
12.05
8.32
15.72
13.33
10.46
5.77
6.94
3.73
13.95
18.3
13
12.58
6.88
17.6
13.96
13.43
7.47
5.9
15.26
5.88
12.86
14.7
20.34
27.65
7.3
5.54
16.14

Box
Area(m2)

Cave
Area(m2)

Cave
Perimeter.(m)

215.28
10.18
69.95
64.37
229.07
209.85
103.62
182.43
74.04
284.68
206.88
156.16
39.17
60.23
15.18
220.13
366.91
251.16
236
122.32
368.89
217.21
249.26
60.65
39.76
269.79
68.50
183.12
283.56
452.76
1049.04
70.51
36.73
274.86

130.57
7.64
45.48
42.62
140.12
130.69
57.01
124.4
51.66
173.54
110.08
99.91
24.94
41.28
11.55
127.68
223.69
192.06
186.7
32.12
242.12
161.87
130.57
42.32
26.66
198.43
50.03
116.12
149.88
230.9
546.23
47.28
21.07
167.69

58.84
10.57
31.7
30.53
50.74
46.92
36.54
47.58
28.52
50.81
54.24
40.33
19.65
25.46
13.34
57.13
60.86
55.4
51.85
24.55
59.81
47.77
58.84
25.66
22.26
53.02
31.58
41.98
50.74
84.5
117.53
26.98
21.01
54.82
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Table B.1 (Continued
BH12
BH1016
BH1020
BH1021
BH1023
BHEE
BHF
BH10
BH317
BH333
BH344
BH349
BH361
BH366
Average
Table B.2

5.76
3.78
10.37
9.95
9.25
11.31
7.47
7.64
15.1
10.68
30
23.36
4.84
11.76

5.31
3.6
6.79
9.38
9.11
7.97
4.69
7.3
14.29
9.39
22.4
12.47
4.05
11.4

30.58
13.60
70.41
93.33
84.26
90.14
35.03
55.77
215.77
100.28
672
291.29
19.60
134.06

22.56
7.62
53.89
70.77
61.34
41.21
22.62
36.13
143.68
70.22
299.81
173.2
14.34
96.5
108.30

18.53
14.56
28.78
31.43
29.69
42.29
23.35
24.21
47.15
31.53
109.04
74.38
14.05
36.6
42.034

Morphometry data for Hard Bargain banana holes

Hard Bargain
Name

Long Axis
(m) (Box)

HB2
HB7
HB60
HB63
HB75
HB89
HB118
HB132
HB102
HB103
Average

5.96
14.93
5.086
5.862
4.47
4.20
7.61
12.58
6.20
13.36

Short
Axis (m)
(Box)
4.28
7.29
5
4.74
3.82
3.86
6.13
10.17
3.50
12.15

Box Area
(m2)

Cave A (m2)

Cave P (m)

25.50
108.83
25.43
27.79
17.12
16.24
46.71
128.02
21.76
162.14

15.77
54.15
16.81
10.91
10.25
9.68
32.80
76.03
9.52
79.14
31.51

18.85
39.88
16.30
18.98
13.65
13.18
22.58
40.89
19.38
42.59
24.63
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Table B.3

Morphometry data for South Victoria Hill banana holes.

South
Victoria
Hill
Name

Long
Axis (m)
Box)
25.77
31.86

SVH1
SVH4
Average
Table B.4

Short Axis
(m)(Box)

Box Area
(m2)

Cave A
(m2)

Cave P (m)

24.67
22.76

635.74
725.13

312.57
309.65
311.11

88.47
117.03
102.75

Morphometry data for Jake Jones Road banana holes

Jake Jones Rd.
Name

Long Axis
(m)
(Box)
8.94
7.66
8.51
6.47
7.65
9.61
9.52
3.86
5.83
25.42
17.68

BH1030
BH1031
BH1032
BH1035
BH1036
BH1037
BH1038
BH1039
BH1040
BH564
BH1015
Average
Table B.5

Short Axis
(m) (Box)

Box Area
(m2)

Cave Area
(m2)

Cave P. (m)

8.78
6.29
8.37
4.21
2.99
5.56
9.38
3.76
4.31
18.24
15.26

78.4932
48.1814
71.2287
27.2387
22.8735
53.4316
89.2976
14.5136
25.1273
463.6608
269.7968

55.26
25.23
40.58
16.21
10.29
20.47
48.59
9.93
16.12
208.27
198.43
59.034

28.41
23.87
19.78
19.78
20.48
28.64
34.02
12.29
18.86
71.03
53.02
30.016

Morphometry data for Flank Margin Caves.

Flank Margin Caves
Cave Name

Long
Axis (m)

Altar Cave
Archways Cave
Bahamas West Cave
Bat Cave

38.32
8.90
33.19
57.13

Short
Axis
(m)
22.72
5.43
26.92
19.50
166

Box Area
(m2)

Cave
Area (m2)

Cave P.
(m)

870.63
52.75
893.34
1113.94

447.99
21.46
412.21
519.41

130.68
33.79
194.17
207.82

Table B.5 (Continued)
Beach Cave
Benzie Hill North
Benzie Hill South
Blowhole Cave
Bluff Cave
Brackish Well Cave
Bug City Cave
Cave Point East Cave
Cave Point West
Chinese Firedrill
Cave
Clifton East Cave
Crab Cay Cave
Crescent Top Cave
Deep Creek
Deep Hole Cave
Dripping Rock
Emerald Cave
Garden Cave
George Storr's Cave
Granny T's
Harry Oakes Annex
Cave
Harry Oakes Cave
Hunts Cave
Industrious Cave
Little Little Creek
Long Low Cave
Lucky Day Cave
Midget Horror Hole
Nugget
Old Bottle Cave
Peek-a-boo Cave
Pipe Cave
Preacher's Cave
Rat Bat Cave
Reckley Hill Pond
Maze Cave

49.05
15.44
21.74
19.17
68.80
70.74
13.39
25.97
26.84
17.89

36.08
11.01
20.52
15.56
27.39
28.53
10.30
18.89
25.97
12.37

1769.63
170.07
446.25
298.26
1884.61
2017.84
105.05
490.58
697.11
221.26

638.73
62.86
97.94
77.72
760.83
731.17
59.03
298.96
348.35
44.90

205.25
53.00
83.32
70.76
178.00
189.00
69.37
78.00
130.62
76.61

8.36
21.17
21.65
24.10
22.55
28.98
11.09
55.02
16.73
5.38
17.76

6.25
14.67
16.26
14.44
10.14
28.59
8.66
31.56
11.61
4.73
12.83

52.23
310.69
352.08
348.06
228.67
828.51
95.99
1736.27
194.26
25.45
227.88

29.48
155.27
149.00
113.51
93.25
555.44
53.87
534.16
116.97
14.16
77.71

28.97
78.67
117.36
73.75
68.58
104.23
43.56
276.38
62.99
17.62
75.10

45.92
43.44
33.51
9.63
27.02
39.24
12.52
25.65
14.17
6.72
12.44
31.00
72.43
10.00

25.75
36.25
27.36
9.35
19.25
15.71
8.39
8.81
13.18
6.14
5.62
21.20
45.14
7.37

1182.36
697.11
916.98
90.08
519.98
616.59
105.05
225.99
186.90
41.24
69.89
657.20
3269.22
73.68

596.24
555.30
338.64
29.80
334.43
313.15
40.30
76.68
37.93
20.39
29.66
344.33
885.98
42.59

170.55
273.80
143.74
45.90
73.02
105.81
59.66
65.06
56.30
23.58
40.09
94.08
214.13
41.14
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Table B.5 Continued
Reckley Hill Pond
Water Cave
Sliver Cave
South Deep Creek
Stella Maris cave
Strawline Cave
Whale Creek Cave
Table B.6

16.25

14.78

240.04

144.82

61.55

27.01
23.67
23.51
72.58
33.21

19.25
15.67
21.17
28.71
23.21

434.85
370.79
497.73
2083.80
770.69

279.08
90.22
292.87
965.74
265.01

75.99
70.40
106.85
213.33
111.88

Morphometry data for New York Stream Caves.

New York
Chicken out Cave
Green Cave
Snake Hole Cave
Bakers Ice Box
Spider Cave
Straddle Canyon
Cave
Baugh Cave
Cave
Dissapointment
Keyhole Cave
McMillans Cave
Sellecks Cave
End of Gulch
Cave
Runkle Cave
Caboose Cave
South Bethlehem
Cave
Schoharie Cave
Barytes Cave
Single X Cave
Gage Cave
Clarksville Cave
Skull Cave
McFails Cave
Howe Caverns

Cave
Area (m2)
11.6
32.9
35.2
69.2
72.5
67.0

Cave P.
(m)
33.8
70.2
77.1
126.7
176.6
83.5

Long Axis
(m)
14.5
61.8
12.7
26.0
43.9
30.5

Short Axis
(m)
2.0
36.5
11.3
16.6
17.0
12.3

Box Area
(m2)
29.0
2255.7
143.5
431.6
746.3
373.4

74.2
58.4

164.5
138.7

30.5
33.9

12.2
21.9

372.1
742.4

89.8
109.2
169.1
323.5

187.9
196.0
175.9
303.6

51.2
44.4
50.6
108.8

13.9
21.4
14.3
74.0

711.7
950.2
723.6
8051.2

533.8
582.0
576.7

803.0
493.9
639.0

208.0
119.0
142.7

34.0
50.2
43.5

7072.0
5972.6
6207.5

1364.6
1369.0
2196.4
2653.6
5049.3
19593.3
38079.0
22524.1

1345.5
1366.4
1719.0
1783.5
2579.4
10241.0
14786.0
5867.8

416.6
421.8
658.0
447.4
603.2
1315.8
2706.0
1553.0

85.3
86.0
179.0
51.5
79.0
932.3
1834.0
332.0

35536.0
36274.8
117782.0
23041.1
47652.8
1226720.3
4962804.0
515596.0
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Table B.7

Morphometry data for West Virginia stream caves.

West Virginia
Streambed Cave
2
Morrell Cave
Menonite Youth
Camp
Smashed Finger
Cave
Mowry Run
Rich Mt Cave
Rattlesnake Run
Yokum Soakum
Cave
Nelson Cave
Two Lick Run
Cave
Shavers
Mountain Cave
Table B.8

Cave A
(m^2)
99.0

Cave P
(m)
177.1

Long Axis
(m)
64.9

Short Axis
(m)
6.0

Box Area
(m^2)
389.4

226.5
397.0

229.8
458.0

75.2
98.0

26.4
47.7

1985.3
4674.6

390.6

399.9

82.3

56.3

4633.5

594.0
729.4
1032.3
1608.1

362.1
1026.5
526.7
1341.1

114.3
315.0
115.8
400.0

45.7
77.9
67.3
69.4

5225.8
24538.5
7793.3
27760.0

1616.0
1852.6

1379.0
1306.5

430.3
374.0

96.6
87.7

41567.0
32799.8

1846.8

772.4

290.7

38.1

11075.7

Ripley’s K output table. Shows Expected K, Observed K, Difference in K,
and Low and High Confidence Envelope.

Ripley's K Output
ExpectedK
11.89
23.78
35.67
47.56
59.45
71.34
83.23
95.13
107.02
118.91
130.80
142.69
154.58
166.47

ObservedK
30.98
53.16
72.35
92.36
107.92
120.75
133.77
145.82
157.06
169.91
182.16
193.35
205.47
217.42
169

DiffK
19.09
29.37
36.68
44.80
48.46
49.40
50.54
50.70
50.05
51.01
51.36
50.66
50.90
50.95

LwConfEnv
6.02
19.50
32.41
42.98
55.81
67.02
77.89
89.58
100.44
112.20
122.90
133.57
144.45
155.03

HiConfEnv
15.92
28.55
41.48
54.50
65.79
77.19
90.28
101.87
113.08
123.64
135.92
147.06
158.38
169.38

Table B.8 (Continued)
178.36
190.25
202.14
214.03
225.92
237.81
249.70
261.59
273.49
285.38
297.27
Table B.9

226.68
236.19
245.40
254.96
263.45
272.44
280.08
288.49
295.74
305.30
314.41

48.32
45.94
43.26
40.93
37.53
34.63
30.37
26.89
22.26
19.92
17.15

166.41
176.60
186.58
196.00
205.39
214.91
224.19
234.38
242.81
251.74
260.09

Table showing Jpor results for percent porosity.
Sample #
BH564(1)
HBBH141
BH1037(1)
BH99(2)
BH99(3)
BH190
BH23(1)
bh1037(3)
BH1020
BH99(1)
FMCAVE
BH99(4)
HBBH92
BH1037(2)
BH564(2)
JJBH3
BH309
BH344
BH199
BH23(2)

Percent Porosity
1.3
14.22
15.13
17.09
18.16
19.32
20
21.42
23.92
27.34
31.25
31.97
36.1
37.37
38.76
40.07
41.12
43.33
45.56
47.26
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182.06
193.16
203.57
214.11
223.95
233.34
243.07
253.07
262.62
273.00
283.68

Table B.10 Table shows the number of banana holes at a particular elevation in each
field area. A percentage was calculated to show the overall percentage of
banana holes at a particular elevation (all field areas).
SURFACE ELEVATIONS FOR
BANANA HOLES
ELEVATION LINE
JAKE
(m)
HOLE JONES
Rd.
1m-3m
4
0

SOUTH
HARD
VICTORIA BARGAIN
HILL
5
0

PERCENTAGE
(ALL FIELD
AREAS)
2.31%

3m-6m

182

42

0

111

85.93%

6m-9m

15

27

0

0

10.78%

9m-12m

15

0

0

0

3.85%

12m-15m

0

0

0

2

0.51%
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Other
8
1

Pore
Space
44
55
63

4

79

1

39

Whisker
Calcite
0
6
4
0

0

Equant
Blocky
Calcite
65
31
46
57

9

Micrite
0
122
114

1

212

34

Halimeda
5
0

30

Grape
stones
10
0
0

9

Intraclasts
52
1
1

15

Ooids
19
10
6
1

21

Peloids
73
122
29
54
47

Jake Jones
Rd.
Line Hole
Line Hole

BH1037(1)
(300
points)
BH1020
(300
points)

Jake Jones
Rd.

Line Hole

Location

Point count data

BH99(1)
(300
points)

FMCAVE
(300
Points)

BH199
(300
Points)

Slide ID

Table B.11

HB92 (150
points)
Hard
Bargain
28
5
5
0
0
42
35

0
34

1

HB141
(150
points)
Hard
Bargain
8
0
1
0
0
62
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34

1
44

0

0

15

0

91

5

1

0

1

57

130

Line Hole

BH344
(300
points)

2

55

0

42

141

4

0

18

7

31

Line Hole

BH99(4)
(300
points)

Table B.11 (Continued)

